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Abstract

This thesis evaluates the performance of interleaved and block synchroniza
tion methods in PCM systems. Three performance measures are defined :

search time, true maintenance time and false maintenance time. Equations
of the statistical distribution and mean of framing search time have been

developed for both framing structures assuming a general maintenance algo
rithm. A number of currently used or recently proposed maintenance al

gorithms have been investigated. The predicted distribution and mean of

framing times have been verified by measurements on a laboratory model.

The thesis presents graphs of search time distribution which illustrate the ef

fects of channel error rates, syncword pattern and other system parameters.
Optimum framing system design is discussed based on the mean framing
time equations. The results of the thesis work have been applied in industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Time Division Multiplexing and Framing

The advantages of digital communication are well known and widely

discussed in the literature. In digital communication systems, voice and other

analog input signals are first converted to digital form at the transmitter,

transmitted in digital form, and reconstituted at the receiver as analog sig

nals. The most common method of voice digitization presently in use IS

Pulse Code Modulation or PCM. In a PCM system, the information in a

continuously varying analog signal is extracted by sampling the amplitudes of

the analog signal at uniform time intervals. Each analog sample value IS

quantized into a discrete value for representation as a digital code word of

several bits. The information is then transmitted as a series of digital code

words.

Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) is used in PCM systems. Perhaps

the biggest advantage of digital transmission is the ease with which several

signals may be multiplexed together for transmission and switching. Time

Division Multiplexing is the process by which several digitally coded signals

may share a common channel. Basically, Time Division Multiplexing involves
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nothing more than establishing a sequence of time slots during which in-

dividual sources can transmit signals. The resultant effect of Time Division

Multiplexing is to carry more than one message on a single transmission

facility. The format of the TDM process for three signals is illustrated in

Figure 1.1. In a TDM system, the individual message signal bits are as-

signed regular time intervals in a structure called a frame. The frame is of

a specific length in bits and repeats itself in time. On receiving the mul-

tiplexed data, the receiver recognizes the frame structure and re-assembles

and distributes the individual code words for each signal, which are then

converted to analog form.

SIGNAL A

RATE"R
SIGNAL B

RATE=R
SIGNAL C

Figure 1.1 Illustration of the TDM Process.
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In order to decode the multiplexed bit stream, some means must be

provided for flagging the start of the frame structure. In TDM systems,

receiver synchronization is required to identify the frame position of each

sample word in a serial PCM bit stream. The receiver must be able to

determine where the frame begins in order to unpack or demultiplex the in

formation. No valid data is available from the demultiplexer until the correct

time position of each message sample word is identified within the serial bit

stream. This frame finding technique or framing is the subject of the thesis.

Having established the necessity of framing and frame identification, the

manner in which this is accomplished is now described. At the transmitter,

sample word positions are identified by inserting known supplementary fram

ing bits amongst the information bits. This identification is called a frame

marker. The marker tells the far-end receiver when each full sampling se

quence starts and ends. The marker technique is most commonly used to ac

complish frame synchronization even though other framing methods have

been proposed [1]. Interleaved framing and block framing are two methods

of inserting frame marker into a frame structure, and they are illustrated m

Figure 1.2. In block framing, supplementary bits are added as a block at

the frame boundary, while in interleaved framing they are inserted, one bit

at a time, at regular intervals known as a framing bit. Several framing bits

form an unique codeword pattern called the syncword. The complete

syncword repeats every group of bits known as a masterframe in both inter

leaved and block framing. If the length of the syncword is designated by N

and the length of a masterframe is designated by M, there are (M - N) in-
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formation bits in a masterframe. The masterframe time (TM) is defined as

MTb, where Tb is the time period of one bit. For interleaved framing, the

length of masterframe is equal to NF if the frame length is designated by f.

For existing telephone networks, block framing is used in European countries

while interleaved framing is common in North America and Japan. Both

block and interleaved framing have been investigated in this thesis work.

NF BITS
INTERLEAVED SYNC

SI�4
M- N

INFORMATION BITS

-..j BI�S r-- BLOCK SYNC

Figure 1.2 Interleaved and Block Frame Structures.

1.2. Frame Format

The digital multiplex hierarchy has several levels. The digital multiplex

hierarchy used in North America, Japan and Europe is compared in Table

1.1. Table 1.1 lists the various multiplexing levels, their bit rates and the

numbers of voice circuits for each. Every level of the multiplex hierarchy

has a specific frame format.
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Table 1.1 Digital Multiplex Hierarchies (after [2]).

Level

System Type 2 3 4 5

North American AIT type 1 2 3 4
Number of voice channels 24 96 672 4032
Line bit rate (Mbps) 1.544 6.312 44.736 274.176

Japan
Number of voice channels 24 96 480 1440.0 5760.0
Line bit rate (Mbps) 1.544 6.312 32.064 97.728 400.352

Europe
Number of voice channels 30 120 480 1920.0 7680.0
Line bit rate (Mbps) 2.048 8.448 34.368 139.264 560.0

Frame format refers to the organization of information as it is time-

division multiplexed within the transmitted signal. The common elements in

North American and international frame-format structures are the 8-bit word

or time slot, and the 125 J,LS frame. The basis of the North American frame

structure and the international frame structure is illustrated in Figure 1.3

and Figure 1.4 respectively. In the North American frame structure, a frame

contains 24 sample words (192 bits) preceded by one framing bit. In the in-

ternational frame structure, a frame consists of 30 sample words plus two

framing and control words (32 time slots or 256 bits).

The primary digital multiplex signal at the DS-l rate used III North

America is an example of a system using interleaved framing. The Americian
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BIT 0
� I-- 648 ns

1 I
FRAMING BIT � WORD I I I I I 1 I 1 I

BIT I F I BIT 1112131415161 7; 81
_.., I..- 648 ns I.-- 5.18I's---J

I I I I
I' ',I
1/ ................... I
II 'I 1

FRAME _II�I--1---,-1_._.__.._ -!--+o-I_I!--o+I----+-1-,-I__.]
WORD 1 1 2 3 1 4 5 I 19 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 1 24 I

1251'1
(193 BITS)

Figure 1.3 The Basis of North American Frame Format

(Adapted from [3]).

Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) D3 coding and multiplexing system has

been defined in [4]. This is a 24 channel PCM system using sampling at a 8

KHz rate and Ji-Iaw quantizing with 8 bits per sample. Every 125 JiS, a

framing bit is transmitted followed by a coded sample for each of 24 voice

signals (192 bits). Thus a 125 JiS D3 frame contains 193 bits and the trans-

mission rate is then 1.544 Mbps. This rate is known as the DS-1 transmis-

sion rate. The frame structure of D3 system is shown in Figure 1.5. A mas-

terframe (also called a superframe) contains 12 frames and has a period of

1.5 ms. As shown in Figure 1.5, there are 2 interleaved framing bit pat-

terns, 101010 and 001110, denoted FT (frame timing) and FS (frame

signalling) respectively. Total of twelve framing bits form a syncword pat-

tern of 100011011100. The 001110 pattern identifies the bit positions for bit

signalling. Signalling information, which tells the receiver where the message
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BIT 0
--eoI Ie- 488 n.

, I
1 I

TIME SLOT I I I I I I I I I
BIT 11121314151617181

10--- 3.91 ".---1
1 1
I _/
I

-

......
""

1 (
FRAME I....FR_M_G....I--'__._--'-

TIME SLOT 1 0 I 1 2 3
1 ISIGI 1 ==1 I I I I
I 15 I 16 117 I 1 28 I 29 I 30 1 31 1

j4---------- 125!'8
(258 BITS)

Figure 1.4 The Basis of International Frame Format

(Adapted from [3]).

is to be routed and the status of the terminal equipment, is transmitted on

a per channel basis in the 6th and 12th frame of the masterframe. The

least significant bit of the VOIce sample is replaced with a signalling bit for

the 6th and 12th frame.

The Extended Superframe Format (ESF) is another example of inter-

leaved frame format based on DS-1 1.554 Mbps signal and 193-bit frame

structure [5]. The Extended Superframe Format "extends" the DS-l mas-

terframe structure from 12 to 24 frames (4632 bits) and redefines the 8 Kbps

(framing bit position) pattern previously used for masterframe and robbed bit

signalling synchronization into 2 Kbps for masterframe and robbed bit sig-
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I� TNF = NF • Tb = 1.5ms

FT 1 1 0 0 } FRAMING

FS I 0 I I I 0
CODEWORD

I I I I
I I I I I I
I I I I I I I

[] I 2 3 4 I 5 6 I 7 8 9 110 111 112 [�=33

193 BIT FRAME (125).1s)
FRAMING BIT + 24 x 8 BITS I

1 1 > > > :s: >< 2< 241 F = 1 92 + 1 = 193

N = 12

Fl 234567

1Ln_
�O '-o__I o�-O--'---0--��o--------�-

LOAMI 8 BIT PCM WORD
FRAMING BIT

CHANNEL -1

Figure 1.5 DS-l/D3 PCM Frame Format.

nalling synchronization, 2 Kbps for a Cyclic Redundancy Check code

(CRC-6) and 4 Kbps for a terminal-to-terminal data link. The ESF is there-

fore defined with F=772, N=6, a masterframe time of 3.0 ms and a

syncword pattern of 001011.

The first level digital multiplex signal used in European countries,

which 1S recommended by International Telegraph and Telephone Consul-

tative Committee (CCITT), is an example for block framing [4]. The first

level digital signal of CCITT establishes 32 time slots per frame with one

time slot providing framing and one more time slot dedicated to signalling.

Thus 30 out of 32 time slots are available for message channels. The frame
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structure is shown in Figure 1.6. In this frame structure, the number of

bits per time slot is 8, the number of time slots per frame is 32, the frame

repetition rate is 8 KHz and the bit rate is 2048 Kbps (32 x 8 x 8 Kbps).

The syncword occupies positions 2 to 8 in time slot 0 of every other frame,

so the syncwords occur at intervals of 512 bits. Bit 2 of time slot 0 is fixed

at 1 in frames not containing the syncword. The first level digital signal of

CCITT is then defined with M=512, N=7, a masterframe time of 0.25 ms

and a syncword pattern of 0011Gl1.

FRAMING BIT �
......,j 14- 488 ns

I I

1 I

I ISIGI I ==1 I I I i
I 15 I 16 117 I 1 28 1 29 I 30 1 31 I

�----------------- 125�s
(256 BITS)

FRAME _IFR_M_G....1 ......__.___.._

TIMESLOT 1011 2 3

----
----

I-

_I
----

---
---

MULTIFRAME

FRAME o I 1

025 rns

Figure 1.6 Frame Format of The First Level Multiplexing
in Europe (Adapted from [3]).
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Several first level multiplexed signals are combined to form a second

level multiplexed signal as indicated in Table 1.1. In addition to the required

framing bits, extra overhead for bit stuffing is necessary to permit multiplex

ing of signals which have slightly different rates. The stuffing bits are not

part of incoming data; they are inserted, in a prescribed manner, to pad the

input data stream to a higher output rate. Katurally, the extraneous stuffing

bits must be identifiable so that "destuffing" can recover the original data

stream. The bit stuffing technique is beyond the coverage of this thesis work.

For higher level multiplexing, stuffing specification bits and stuffing bits are

contained in the frame format in addition to the framing bits. For higher

level multiplexing using bit stuffing, the output frame structure is unrelated

to the frame structure of the lower level inputs. As far as the higher level

multiplexing is concerned, each input signal is merely a serial bit stream

with no particular structure assumed. Framing bits of the low level mul

tiplexed signals are transmitted right along with the information bits. After

the higher level signal is demultiplexed and destuffed, framing of the lower

level signals must be established by another demultiplex.

The second level multiplex signal used in Korth America (DS-2) 1S dis

cussed as an example of frame format in higher level multiplexing. In the

frame structure of the DS-2 signal shown in Figure 1.7, the 6.312 Mbps

DS-2 signal is made up of four DS-l signals and a number of control, fram

ing and stuff bits. The framing pattern FO, Fl, FO, ... have the bit se

quence 0, 1, 0, ... and are used to establish the first level of framing. A

second level of framing uses the first three M bits (011) to establish. In the
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F=3 x (48+1)=147,level and syncwordfirst of framing, N=8

pattern=10101010.

294 bit subframe

Figure 1.7 Frame Format of DS-2 Signal (after [6]).

1.3. Framing Operation

Frame synchronization, or framing, is accomplished at the receiver by

searching the incoming serial bit stream for the unique codeword pattern 'of

framing bits inserted at the transmitter. The framing process operates in two

modes : search mode and maintenance mode. When serial transmission is

first received, all incoming bits are searched for the syncword pattern. Based

on a search algorithm used, the system decides if the syncword position has

been found. After the system declares the syncword found, the system enters

the maintenance mode where information bits are no longer examined as P05-

sible syncwords and where the syncword is verified each time it is presented

to the codeword matching circuit. Search mode are reentered when the sys-

tern fails to verify. A typical example of implementation of the codeword
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matching circuit is illustrated in Figure 1.8 for interleaved and in Figure 1.9

for block framing respectively. Incoming data inputs to a shift register with

N taps at F bit intervals (for interleaved framing) or 1 bit intervals (for

block framing). The bit pattern in the taps is then compared bit by bit with

the reference codeword and the number of matching errors (or Hamming

Distance) is provided as output to the search algorithm (in the search mode)

or maintenance algorithms (in the maintenance mode).

TAPPED SHIFT REGISTER

INPUT DATA � f I kll II II 1-----.12 3 N

fjNUMBER OF
MATCH I NG ERRORS

e

HAMMING DISTANCE

COMPARATOR

1 N

REFERENCE CODEWORD

Figure 1.8 Implementation of Codeword Matching
Circuit for Interleaved Sync.

Most framing systems use a search algorithm, called the Binary Sym-

metric Channel (BSC) frame sync acquisition algorithm [7J, for comparing;

This algorithm makes the comparison and indicates the temporal position of

the information group if the number of matching errors is not larger than a
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TAPPED SHIFT REGISTER

INPUT DATA ------I ....

1 2 N

NUt�BER OF
MATCHING ERRORS

HAI1,.lING DISTANCE
COI1PARATOR

1 N

REFERENCE CODEWORD

Figure 1.9 Implementation of Codeword Matching
Circuit for Block Sync.

search threshold ( e6). This search algorithm is used in many framer

proposals 17] 18] [9] 110] [n] [12] 113] and for this study.

Several different maintenance algorithms are currently used or have

been proposed. These maintenance algorithms are investigated in Chapter 3.

The simplest maintenance algorithm, the one state maintenance algorithm, is

used here as an example to discuss the operation of maintenance. For the

one state maintenance algorithm, the syncword is checked each masterframe

time and the system returns to the search mode if the number of the bit

matching errors occurring in this check is larger than a maintenance

threshold (em). The operation of the framing process in a system which uses

the BSC frame sync search algorithm and the one state maintenance algo-

rithm as discussed is illustrated in Figure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10 Framing Process for a Simple System.

1.4. Performance Measurements

This section discusses how "goodness" of a framing system is measured.

In comparing different framing systems, three quantities are introduced to

describe system performance. These are the search time (TiT), which is the

time required to locate the true syncword and achieve synchronization, the

true maintenance time (TMT), which is the time that true synchronization is

maintained before a syncword corrupted by noise ultimately causes a return

to search mode, and the false maintenance time, which is the time that false

synchronization IS maintained before the incorrect frame alignment IS

detected. The search time is the time required after startup until a framing

system produces intelligible data and can be considered to be the "speed" of

a framing system, while the true maintenance time is the time interval from
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when synchronization occurs until synchronization IS lost due to channel er

rors and can be considered to be an indication of the "reliability" of a fram

ing system. It is useful to introduce the false maintenance time for analysis

since it is a component of the search time. Usually, the search time and

the true maintenance time are used to describe the performance of a framing

system.

It should be emphasised that these framing times are random variables,

and, as such, only their probability distributions can describe them com

pletely. As with any random variables, the mean and variance can be used

to provide a limited description of these quantities. While some aspects of

system design can adequately be treated by using averages of appropriate

performance measures the complete performance evaluation and optimization

of a framing system must utilise the probability distributions of appropriate

performance measures. For systems where failure occurs when the

synchronization delay exceeds a certain value, the failure probability can be

determined from the cumulative distribution of search time. It is these dis

tributions which are to be developed in this work and utilised for system

evaluation.

Some variations of the search time definition are also In use. The max

imum reframe time (TRF) indicates the frame search time when the system

starts to search from the time position immediately after the true syncword.

The expected maximum reframe time (TRF} is actually the average of the

search time for this special case and is widely used in industry.
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Another consideration is the loading time, which should be added to

the search time in some cases. For startup operation, the receiver must first

load its memory with sufficient history to contain the entire syncword. For

interleaved framing, the loading time is (NF-F+1) bit intervals. For block

framing, the .loading time (N bits) is much shorter.

1.S. Objective of The Project

To properly design and fully evaluate framing systems, it is essential to

know the statistical distributions of the performance measures used to

describe the systems, namely search time TIT and true maintenance time

TMT' These performance measures are generally useful in the telephone, data

communication and aerospace industries. The objectives of this thesis work

are:

(1) To develop mathematical models to describe a framing system,

(2) To develop equations to calculate statistical distributions and expec

tations of search time for both block and interleaved frame structures,

(3) To develop equations to calculate statistical distributions and expec

tations of true maintenance time and false maintenance time for a number of

important maintenance algorithms,

(4) To verify the developed equations by experimental means or simula-

tion,
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(5) To evaluate framing systems which are being proposed or are cur

rently in use and to develop methods of optimizing framing recognizers for

these systems,

(6) To develop methods of optimizing framing systems and to make a

performance comparison between block and interleaved frame structures.

The scope of the investigation should include both block and inter

leaved frame structure. The bulk of the thesis work is to analyse the search

performance. The analysis should be able to accommodate a variety of dif

ferent maintenance algorithms since a prime difference between recently

proposed framing systems IS ill the area of maintenance algorithms

[8] [9] [10] [14]. It is proposed that a number of maintenance algorithms

would be investigated in detail. These include one and two state main

tenance algorithm already mentioned [8], the algorithm used in a recent

American Telephone and Telegraph design [14] and the algorithm recom

mended by the Conference of European Post Telecommunication Committee

(CEPT) for block synchronization [4] [10].

Throughout the thesis the following assumptions listed below are util

ized. a) Perfect bit synchronization exists and the channel is a Binary SY¥l

metric Channel (BSC) with error rate Pe. b) The information bit sequence

is composed of independent binary random data equally likely to be 0 and 1.

c) Frame synchronization is accomplished using the BSC frame sync acquisi

tic.n algorithm previously explained. d) The synchronization failure occurs
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because of channel noise only. e) Tests in the search mode are assumed to

be independent (this assumption is discussed in detail in Chapter 2 and Ap

pendix A).
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Model

In order to develop performance equations, the mathematical model of a

framing system needs to be developed. Since the data is random and channel

errors randomly corrupt the bit stream, no events occur with certainty and. a

probabilistic model must be used. In this thesis, the model to describe the

framing process In this thesis IS a flow graph which uses transition

probabilities between search mode and maintenance mode as parameters.

The mathematical model of a specific framing system depends on both

the search and maintenance algorithms. The Binary Symmetrical Channel

(BSC) frame sync acquisition algorithm [7] is used in the thesis work. For

this algorithm, several bits from preVIOUS tests are included in each new test,

thus tests in the search mode are not independent. To simplify analysis,

these tests are assumed to be independent, which is reasonable for both In

terleaved and block framing when the length of the syncword is long, for ex

ample N>5. The validity of this assumption is studied in Appendix A. For

most maintenance algorithms, the codeword which is present at the syncword

recognizer circuit is newly received for each verification test and thus the

tests are truly independent. Therefore independent testing is assumed in both

search and maintenance modes throughout the thesis.
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A one state maintenance algorithm IS used as an example in this chap-

ter. By using the approach developed in this chapter, mathematical models

for framing systems using other maintenance algorithms can be developed

without difficulty.

2.1. Transition Probabilities

In interleaved framing, the syncword recognizer may be testing a inter-

leaved syncword in its a) correct orientation, b) rotated orientation or c) it

may be testing random data bits. These three cases are illustrated in Figure

2.1. Similarly, as shown in Figure 2.2, the syncword recognizer may test for

a block syncword a) in its correct orientation, b) in a shifted position which

gives a combination of syncword and data bits or c) it may be testing ran-

dom data bits.

0 0 1 1 0 1 0

2 II I� I I� I I� I I �I �I II II ( a) True syncword

I
I

I I I
I
I ,

I , I I I

I , I I ,

1 0 : 1 :0 :1 : 1 :0 1
, , , I

2 II II � II � II � II � II � II II ( b) Random data

I I I
I I I
I I I

I
I
I

0 1 1 0 0 1
c) 2-bil rotated syneword

Comparator

o 1 o Reference codeword1

Figure 2.1 Illustration of Testing Codeword in Interleaved Framing
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HlIO

2 1m ( a) True syncword

IIIII
'" II
IIIII

HII0

( ! tl II � ( b) Random data

11111
IIIII
1IIII
IIIII
1'111

: :��10
c) 2-bit shifted syncword

Comparator

10110 Reference codeword

Figure 2.2 Illustration of Testing Codeword III Block Framing

In case a) and c), the syncword testing in block framing is the same as

III interleaved framing. When a combination of shifted syncword bits and in-

formation bits is present in the codeword matching circuit, block framing

must be analyzed differently from interleaved framing. This situation may be

characterized by the Hamming Distance, which is defined by the number of

positions in which two codeword patterns disagree. For a N bit syncword ,

the Hamming Distance between a J-bit shifted syncword and the original

block syncword is different from the Hamming Distance between a j-bit

rotated syncword and the original interleaved syncword. These two Hamming

Distance functions are designated by Hj and Dj (;,=1, 2, ... , N-1)

respectively.
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During the search mode in interleaved synchronization, the transition

probabilities for case a), b) and c) are designated by PAT' PARj and PAD

respectively. The transition probabilities are PAT' PASj and PAD respectively

for the three cases in block framing. In the maintenance mode, similar tran-

sition probabilities are PMT, PMRj and PMD for an interleaved syncword and

PMT, PMSj and PMD for a block syncword. It is necessary to calculate all

these transition probabilities in the analysis of a framing system.

When the true syncword is presented in its correct orientation, it will

be accepted in the search mode with probability PAT or verified in the main-

tenance mode with probability PMT. The probability PAT is a function of the

syncword length (N), the channel error rate (Pe) and the number of errors

allowed in the pattern match for search (es) while the probability PMT is a

function of the syncword length (N), the channel error rate (Pe) and the

number of errors allowed in the pattern match for maintenance (em). When

a received syncword is compared with the known reference syncword, each

bit comparison may be considered to be a Bernoulli trial so that the number

of bit mismatches in the codeword has a Binomial distribution with

parameter Pe• Consequently, transition probability PAT and PMT may be

calculated from the Binomial distribution as in Equation (2.1) and Equation

(2.2) . 0bviously, PAT and PMT must both be one for error free channel (Pe

equals zero). The equations are

es

P = "" (N\ P k(1 _ P )N-kAT L- k) e e '

k=O

(2.1)
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(2.2)

By assuming random information-bearing pulses, the probability of a 1

or a 0 is equal within the message section of the frame and equals to 0.5.

When received random data bits are compared with the known syncword ,

each bit comparison is again considered to be a Bernoulli trial so that the

number of bit mismatches in the codeword has the binomial distribution

with parameter 0.5. The probability of accepting or maintaining a data posi-

tion as a false frame boundary (PAD or PMD) is a function of the decision

error threshold (es or em) and the syncword length (N). The probability

PAD and PMD may be calculated by Equation (2.3) and Equation (2.4) and

they are both independent of the channel error rate if random data are

present. The equations are

(2.3)

and

(2.4)

In interleaved framing, a syncword rotated by J bits, where

j= 1, 2, 3, ... , (N - 1), may be present at the syncword recognizer and
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may resemble the syncword pattern. The transition probability of accepting

a syncword rotated by j bits as a false frame boundary (PARj) or the tran

sition probability of maintaining this false syncword (PMRj) is a function of

the syncword pattern and the channel error rate as well as the error

threshold ea or em' The probability PARj
and PMRj depend not only on the

syncword length, but also on the Hamming Distance (D j) of rotations of the

syncword pattern.

A syncword pattern rotated by j bits with Hamming distance Di has

e = Dj discrepancies or mismatches with the syncword pattern in the error

free case. In the error free case, the probability PARj
or PMRj must be one

if es � Dj or em � Dj while they must be zero if ea < Dj or em < Di" This

means that the transition probabilities PARj
and PMRj are deterministic for

an error free channel.

For the case with channel error, the actual number of these dis-

crepancies, again designated bye, may change to 0, 1, 2, . , N because

channel errors corrupt every bit of this rotated syncword with probability Pc'

The probability that a corrupted j-bit rotated syncword with Hamming Dis

tance Dj has e discrepancies with the true syncword is designated by Pie)

and is developed as follows. Assume that t discrepancies out of these e dis

crepancies result from the bits which have not been corrupted by channel er

rors. Obviously, these i discrepancies occur among Dj
bits. The assumption

also implies that (e - i) discrepancies out of e discrepancies result from the

bits which have been corrupted by channel errors and these (e - i) dis-
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repancies may occur among (N - Dj) bits. The probability Pj(e) is therefore

alculated by the following equation,

L (D.) D' .(N- D')
,

P{e)= ,J P J-t(l-P)Z ,J pe-z(l_p)N-D-e+i.
J lee e-z e e J

all possible i

(2,5)

The integer value of i must be constrained by 0:::; i :::; Dj and

o :::; (e - i) :::; N - Dj'
The probability is then calculated as Equation (2.6)

and the summation in the equation is calculated where i meets the condition

of 0 :::; i :::; Dj and DJ+e-N:::; i :::; e , which is designated by g giving Equa

tion (2.6) as

L (D ') (iN
- D

')
, 1I.r D

'

P{e) = .J ,J P DJ+e-2t(1- P)1'
- r=".

J 1 e-l e e

i E g

(2.6)

Based on Equation (2.6), the transition probabilities PARj and PMRj are ex-

pressed as

es

PARj=L P/e) (2.7)
e=O

and

em

PMRj=L P/e). (2.8)
e=O
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In block framing, a combination of J information bits and (N - J)

shifted block syncword bits, where i= 1, 2, 3, ... , (N -1), may be

present at the syncword recognizer and may resemble the syncword pattern.

The combination is composed of the last (N - j) syncword bits followed by J

information bits or j information bits followed by the first (N - j) syncword

bits. The transition probability of accepting or maintaining this combination

as a false syncword, PASi or PMSi' is a function of the syncword length (1V)

and the Hamming Distance between the first (N - j) syncword bits or the

last (N - j) syncword bits (designated by Hi)' as well as the error threshold

The random information bits presented to the syncword recognizer may

or may not match the syncword pattern, thus the combination mentioned

above has at least Hi discrepancies with the true syncword pattern in the

error free case. In the error free case, the probability PASi or PMSi must be

zero if es < HJ. or em < Hi' but these probabilities may be not one if es > Hi

or em> Hi' since random information bits may change the number of dis

crepancies from Hi to a number larger than Hi

The probability that the combination of j information bits and (N - j)

j-bit-shifted block syncword bits with Hamming Distance Hj has e dis

crepancies with the true syncword is designated by Q,{e). To develop Q j(e),

it is assumed that among these e discrepancies, i discrepancies result from

shifted syncword bits which have not been corrupted by channel errors and

k discrepancies result from information bits. This assumption implies that
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_ (i+k) discrepancies result from shifted syncword bits which have been

orrupted by channel errors. The probability Q/e) is then expressed as:

Q ;(e) = L (�j)�'-'(1- P,)' (!) (0.5)'
all possible (i,k)

(N
- H .

-

Jj
.

k H" k
.J r :': {l_p)N- rr :'::' .

e-z-k e e

,

(2.9)

Noticing that integer values of i and k must be constrained by

o � i � Hi' 0 � (e - i - k) � N - Hj- i and 0 � k � i. the probability Q }e)
is calculated as shown in Equation (2.10) and the summation in the equation

is conditioned by 0 � i � Hj, 0 � k � j and (e - N + Hj+ J") � (i+k) � e,

which is designated by h giving Equation (2.10) as

Q .(e) =" (H_i) (i) (N -l!r:i\ p Hi + e - 2i - k (1 _ P )N
- H . - i - e + k + 2i

J � t k e-z-k} e e J .

(i k),::::_ h, - (2.10)

The transition probabilities PASj
and PMSj are calculated by Equation

(2.11) and Equation (2.12) as

(2.11)
e=O

and

PMSj=L Q j(e).
e=O

(2.12)
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Equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) are consistent with the previous

rork [7]. It should be indicated that the transition probability PAT' PMT,

PAD and PMD may be considered as special cases of the previous equations.

For example, the probability PAT is a special case of i= 0 and then Vj= 0

in Equation (2.7) while PMT is a special case of j = 0 and then Vj= 0 in

Equation (2.8). Similarly, the probability PAD and PMD may computed as a

special case of Equation (2.11) and Equation (2.12) obtained by setting j= N

and Hj=O.

2.2. Calculation Examples of Transition Probabilities

By using equations developed in the last section, transition probabilities

may be calculated for a given framing structure. As an example, transition

probabilities are calculated for the D3/PCM format, which is an interleaved

frame structure with the syncword of 100011011100. For an interleaved frame

structure, only transition probabilities P.4T, p.\tfT' PAD' PMD, PARj
and PMRj

have actual meaning. To make a comparison between interleaved and block

framing, transition probabilities PASj
and PMSj are also calculated as if the

syncword 100011011100 was also used as a block syncword. The calculations

are shown in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 for a number of different

parameters.
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Table 2.1 Calculations of PAT' PMT, PAD and PMD
for N=12, es=O and €m=3.

r, =0.0 Pe=O.Ol P, = 0.1

PAT 1.00000000 0.88638487 0.28242954

PMT 1.00000000 0.99999536 0.97436253

PAD 0.00024414 0.00024414 0.00024414

PMD 0.07299805 0.07299805 0.07299805

Table 2.2 Calculations of PAT' PMT, PAD and PMD
for N=12, es=l and em=5.

Pe =0.0 r, = 0.01 Pe == 0.1

PAT 1.00000000 0.99382546 0.65900225

PMT 1.00000000 0.9999999991228 0.99945877

PAD 0.00317383 0.00317383 0.00317383

PMD 0.38720705 0.38720705 0.38720705
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Table 2.3 Calculations of P ARj� PMRj, PASj and PMSj for
Syncword == 100011011100, es == 0, em == 3 and P, == 0.0

J D· H· PARj PMRj PASj PMSj
J J

1 6 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000000
'

2 8 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 6 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 4 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.062509
.

5 6 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.031259

6 12 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 6 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.007812 .

8 4 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.011729

9 6 0 0.0 0.0 0.001953 0.007812

10 8 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.002929

11 6 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001464

12 0 0 1.0 1.0 0.000244 0.072990

Table 2.4 Calculations of PARj' PMRj, PASj and PMSj for
Syncword == 100011011100,es == 0, em == 3 and Pe == 0.01

J D· H· PAR' PMRj PASj PMSj
} }

.

}

1 6 5 0.00000 0.000018 0.000000 0.000460

2 8 7 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

3 6 6 0.00000 0.000018 0.000000 0.000002

4 4 3 0.00000 0.036000 0.000000 0.065000

5 6 3 0.00000 0.000018 0.000000 0.034000

6 12 6 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.032000

7 6 3 0.00000 0.000000 0.000000 0.009100

8 4 1 0.00000 0.036000 0.000038 0.110000

9 6 0 0.00000 0.000018 0.001900 0.180000

10 8 1 0.00000 0.000000 0.000010 0.450000

11 6 1 0.00000 0.000018 0.000005 0.280000

12 0 0 0.88630 0.999900 0.000244 0.072990
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2.3. Flow Graph

Generally, the mathematical model of a framing system IS the discrete

Markov process (Markov chain). Although discrete Markov processes have

been characterized by many techniques, such as difference equations or

matrix equations, it is convenient in this thesis work to describe them by

state transition diagrams and flow graphs. State transition diagrams are

characterized by states that are connected by lines that indicate the probabil

ity of going from the originating state to the terminating state. Markov

processes relating to this thesis work have a countable number of states and

time invariant transition probabilities. When the process is determined by a

set of linear difference equations with constant coefficients, a linear system

technique such as a flow graph can be used to describe the system operation.

By introducing the generating function, a state transition diagram can be as

sociated with a linear system flow graph, also called a generating function

flow graph or simply a flow graph [8][9]. In the flow graph, the presence of

the z variable along with the transition probability on the branches denotes

the delay, in unit times, in going from one node to the next.

In the flow graph, state Sj may be defined as a starting state and

state Sk may be defined as an absorbing state if a transition going from

state Sj to
state Skis of interest. When the entered absorbing state is not

crucial, it is possible to combine various absorbing states to form a single

one. After defining the starting state and the absorbing state, the flow graph

represents a Markov process and the transfer function from state Sj to state

Sk is the generating function of the desired probability distribution.
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2.4. Flow Graph of Interleaved Framing Process

The concept of the interleaved framing detector is illustrated in Figure

1.8. Assuming that a one state maintenance algorithm IS used, a flow graph

of the interleaved framing process IS shown m Figure 2.3.

False Mainlenance

NF-l NF-F+l NF-F F F-1 o

/ / StjiTt point (x) / / _/..___-//

(l-PWD)ZV
True
Mainl.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3 Flow Graph of Interleaved Framing Process.
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When the bit stream is first received, each bit position of incoming

data is tested for the synchronising codeword. For interleaved framing, the

syncword may be resembled by information bits or bits ill the rotated

syncword for (N -1) positions. False maintenance states may be entered with

probability PAD and PARj respectively. The true syncword is accepted with

probability PAT' Both true and false maintenance may be maintained for a

random number of verification times after the system enters a maintenance

state. False maintenance states are maintained with probability PMD or

PMRj and rejected with probability I-PMD or I-PMRi' The system main

tains the true maintenance state with probability PMT and rejects it with

probability I-PMT.

For a normal frame format and a low channel error rate, PAT and PMT

are close to 1 and the other transition probabilities are close to 0 (see Table

2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). The most probable route of the framing process is in

dicated by the bold line in Figure 2.3.

During one masterframe (NF bits in this case), there must be one true

sync location which is designated by z = 0 and illustrated by the symbol of

c, and (NF-l) false sync locations. Among these (NF-I) false sync locations,

random data is presented to the comparison circuit in (NF-N) locations,

which are illustrated by symbols of 0, and rotated syncword bits are

presented in (N - I) locations, which are illustrated by symbols of �. This

latter case occurs at intervals of F.
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Decisions are made in the search mode every bit delay while verifica

tions are made in the maintenance mode at intervals of several bits. In the

flow graph, z and zV are used to indicate a delay of one bit (Tb) and a

delay of one maintenance verification (Tv) respectively. For the one state

maintenance algorithm assumed here, the maintenance verification time is one

masterframe, namely V= M and then TV=Mx Tb.

When channel errors corrupt the received data sequence, the true

syncword location may not be recognisable. In this case, the true syncword is

rejected with probability (I-PAT) and the search process continues from the

location furthest from the next true syncword (x = NF - 1). The search

process also restarts from the location of z =NF-l when the true main

tenance state is rejected due to channel errors in the syncword bits.

In the flow graph shown in Figure 2.3, if a starting state and an ab

sorbing state are defined, a state transition flow graph can be produced to

describe a specific search or maintenance process. For example, the resultant

state transition flow graph will describe a false maintenance process caused

by random data if the starting state is defined to be state "A" at position

x=NF-l and the absorbing state is defined to be the search state at

x=NF-2, as shown in a) of Figure 2.3. When the starting state is defined

to be state "B" at position x=F and the absorbing state is defined to be the

search state x=F-1, the resultant state transition flow graph will describe. a

false maintenance process caused by L-bit rotated syncword bits, as shown lin

b) of Figure 2.3. The state transition flow graph will describe a true main-
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tenance process if the starting state is defined to be state "C" at position

x=O and the absorbing state is defined to be state x=NF-1, as shown in c]

of Figure 2.3. As another example, the resultant state transition flow graph

will describe a search process if the starting state is defined to be a random

start state x and the absorbing state is defined to be state "A" (true main

tenance state). Statistical distribution of framing times will be developed by

using the state transition flow graph which describes the corresponding

process.

2.5. Flow Graph of Block Framing Process

A block framing system, which is illustrated by Figure 1.9, may be

described by the flow graph shown in Figure 2.4 if the one state main

tenance algorithm is assumed. Symbols are defined as in the interleaved for

mat flow graph.

Similar to interleaved framing, there must be one true block sync loca

tion (x = 0) and (M - 1) false sync locations during each masterframe [M

bits). Among these (M - 1) false sync locations, however, completely random

data is presented to the syncword recognizer in (M - 2N + 1) locations while

combinations of shifted syncword bits and information bits are presented in

2(N - 1) locations. The 2(N - 1) locations are symmetrically centered about

the true sync location. Random data may be accepted as a false sync bound

ary with probability PAD. A combination of j-bit shifted syncword bits and

random data bits may be similarly accepted with probability PASj" As in

interleaved format, a specific framing process may be described by defining a

starting state and an absorbing state in the flow graph.
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False Maintenance

M-I N-N+I N-I aN

/ / / Start point (x) _�/,--_--,/_

Figure 2.4 Flow Graph of Block Framing Process.

2.6. A Discussion about Solving the Mathematical Model

To determine the desired probability distribution in an absorbing

Markov process, some techniques have been recorded in published papers and

textbooks [15] [16] [17J. The first technique is a straightforward calculation.

The second technique has two steps. The generating function or z transform

of the probability distribution is first determined using Mason's flow graph

reduction [15J. Next the generating function is expanded by long division or

partial fraction expansions (where each term forms a geometric series) to get

the inverse z-transform. This provides the corresponding probability distribu-

tion.
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The mean and variance of the probability distribution may be cal

culated in a straightforward manner or may be obtained by evaluating the

first and the second derivative of the generating function at z = 1. The

development of the generating function and its derivatives becomes unduly

complicated in some practical cases. The mean and variance of the distribu

tion may be simply obtained from the so called fundamental matrix for an

absorbing Markov chain, which is defined to be [1 - QJ where Q is the tran

sition probability matrix of the Markov process and 1 is the unit matrix [17].

This method can be used to determine the mean and variance but not the

distribution.

The Markov process techniques described above can be used to solve

systems with time invariant transition probabilities and fixed delays between

transitions. These techniques are appropriate to analyze maintenance time

distributions for multiple state maintenance algorithms.

The search process for block or interleaved framing is quite compli

cated. A random number of false maintenance processes with transition

delays of V bits are connected one after the other by transition delay of one

bit. The number of states of the Markov process is countable but very large.

The search process is further complicated by the fact that the true syncword

may be overlooked due to channel errors.

Previous works have indicated that the problem of determining the dis

tribution function of the search time can be obtained in principle, but it: is
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very difficult to obtain in practice, at least in closed form [12] [18]. This is

the reason why only the mean and variance of the search time are discussed

in previous work and the distribution is not available in any published work.

This thesis work will develop the search time distribution and its expec

tations by developing a new approach.
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Chapter 3

Statistical Distributions of Maintenance Time

The maintenance performance depends only on the maintenance algo

rithm used and does not depend on the search process. A number of impor

tant maintenance algorithms, which are currently III use or have been

proposed, are investigated. The approaches developed III this chapter will be

helpful for analysis of other maintenance algorithms.

The distribution and expectations of true maintenance time (TMT)' an

important performance measure, will be developed. The distribution and ex

pectations of false maintenance times will also be developed since false main

tenance times are components of the search time. The three false main

tenance times mentioned here are the false maintenance time caused by ran

dom data (TMD)' the false maintenance time caused by rotated interleaved

syncword bits in interleaved framing (TMRj) and the false maintenance time

caused by shifted block syncword bits combined with information bits (TMSj)'
For a given algorithm, the distribution of the four kinds of false maintenance

time can be developed identically since only the transition probabilities are

different in each case. The development will be conducted using the tran

sition probability p, as a substitute symbol which may be replaced by PAt!T'
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PMD• PMRj or PMSj' as required. In this chapter, the term "maintenance

time" will be used to indicate any of the four cases. The sliding window

maintenance check [14J can not be described by transition probabilities be

tween the search and the maintenance mode and a specific approach will be

used for this case.

Since a new codeword is received and verified every verification time (V

bits) in the maintenance mode, the maintenance time is therefore an integer

multiple of the verification time Tv. A discrete random variable m is used to

indicate the number of verification periods in the maintenance time. This dis

crete random variable (m) may be called "normalized maintenance time".

The maintenance time is then the product of a random variable m and a

constant Tv' The statistical characteristic of the maintenance time may be

easily obtained by interchanging the statistical characteristic of the discrete

random variable m based on this relationship. The distribution of main

tenance time is then equivalent to the distribution of m, which is generally

designated by P(m) for all maintenance algorithms in this chapter. It should

be noted that the random variable m has a different meaning and the dis

tribution P(m) is different for each of the four cases mentioned above. For

this reason, the discrete random variable m is called the general normalized

maintenance time.

When the normalized maintenance time is studied, it 1S convenient to

use the verification time as a unit time. In this case, the operator Z

represents a delay of one verification time. This assignment is used through-
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out this chapter but not in other chapters, in which the operator z is used

to represent a delay of one bit time. The relationship between the operator

Z and z is Z = zV.

3.1. One and Two State Maintenance Algorithm

3.1.1. Distributions of Maintenance Times

In the single state maintenance algorithm, the syncword pattern IS

verified every masterframe time and the system immediately returns to

search mode if the codeword fails to verify. The flow graph is illustrated in

Figure 3.1. Note that Tv=TM in this algorithm. Although the delay Z occurs

on entry to the maintenance state in the hardware, this delay has been

placed at the exit from the maintenance state for purpose of mathematical

analysis.

Start

(l-p)Z

Figure 3.1 State Transition Flow Graph for One State Maintenance.

The verification of the codeword may be considered as a Bernoulli trial
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and therefore m 1S a discrete random variable which has a geometric dis

tribution:

P(m) = (1- p)pm-1, (m = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (3.1)

The true maintenance time can be increased by requmng that two

severely corrupted syncwords be received m succession before the receiver

enters the search mode. This idea results in a two state maintenance algo

rithm. Although the two state maintenance algorithm also increases the false

maintenance times and hence the search time, this increase can be kept ac

ceptably small [8].

The flow graph of the two state maintenance process is shown in

Figure 3.2, where Ml , M2 and S represent two maintenance states and one

search state. State Ml is defined as the starting state and S is defined as

absorbing state. The operator Z represents a delay of one verification time

(one masterframe time here).

To develop the distribution of the maintenance time, it is assumed that

the number of transitions from M2 to M1 is k, This implies that the num

ber of transitions from M1 to M2 also equals to k, For an m masterframe

delay (m>2), there must exist (k + 1) transitions associated with probability

(1- p) and (m - k - 1) transitions associated with probability p. The prob

ability of such a particular sequence of transitions with above probabilities

for a given k is (1- p)k+1pm - k -1. Among (m - k -1) transitions associated
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pZ (l-p)Z

Start
(l-p)Z

Figure 3.2 State Transition Flow Graph for Maintenance with Two State.

with p ; the first transition necessarily occurs from Ml to M2 and other

(m - k - 2) transitions must occur as some sequence of (k - I) transitions

from M1 to M2 and (m - 2k -1) recycles at M2. The number of distinct se

quence that can occur is to choose (k - 1) from (m - k - 2). Thus for m � 3,

the probability distribution of m is calculated in Equation (3.2) in which the

summation is made for all possible values of k, namely from 1 to

Int[(m - 1}/2)]' where Int[(m - 1)/2] is defined to be the integer part of the

value of (m-l}/2. The probabilities for m=l and m=2 have not been

calculated from the equation but are readily apparent. This results in:
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P(l) = 1 - p,

P(2) = 0,

P(3) = p(l _ p)2,

(3.2)

It is noticed that multiple state maintenance algorithms requirmg three

or more sequentially corrupted syncwords are also possible. The statistics 'of

the maintenance time for these algorithms will be developed by using the ap-

proach discussed in the next section.

3.1.2. Expectations of the Maintenance Time

The mean of a discrete random variable m can be developed by dif-

ferentiating the generating function with respect to Z and evaluating the first

derivative at Z = 1. The variance of m may be obtained by similarly

evaluating the second derivative at Z = 1. The generating function of a dis-

crete variable m with the distribution P(m) is defined by

00

P(Z) = L P(m)zm. (3.3)

m=l

For the one state maintenance algorithm, the generating function of m,

the mean of m and the variance of m are developed utilizing Equation (3.1)

as
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P(Z) =
(1 - p)Z
1- pZ

'

1
E(m) = ( )'I-p

and

p
Var(m)=--

(1- p)2

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

For the two state maintenance, the generating function of m, its mean

and variance are similarly developed. Utilizing Equation (3.2) results in

(1 )2Z3
P(Z) = (1- p)Z +

p - P

2
'

1 - pZ - p(I - p)Z

1
E(m) =-(--)2 '

I-p

and

p(4 - 3p)
Var(m)=--

(1 _ p)4

3.2. Maintenance Algorithms Recommended by CEPT

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Maintenance algorithms recommended by CEPT for block synchroniza-

tion are currently used for various levels of digital multiplexing in Europe.

In these algorithms [4] [10], the alignment of the syncword is found when a
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successive syncwords are accepted and a search for a new alignment position

is initiated after 13 successive syncwords are rejected. Here a codeword is ac-

cepted if there is no matching error in the syncword recognizer and a

syncword position with any matching error is rejected. This means that

es = em = 0 when the transition probabilities are calculated by using the equa-

tions developed in Chapter 2. Different values of a and 13 are used for dif-

ferent multiplexing levels. Parameter values for CEPT frame alignment

strategies are given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 CEPT Recommendations for Block Framing.

Multi- Bit Master- N State number

plex rate frame
level (Mbps) (bits) (bits) a 13

Primary 2.048 512 7 3 3 or 4

Second 8.448 848 10 3 4

1056 8 2 5

Third 34.368 1536 10 3 4

Fourth 139.264 2928 12 3 4

3.2.1. Maintenance Performance

The general form of the flow graph of the maintenance process for the

algorithm recommended by CEPT is shown in Figure 3.3. In the flow

graphs, (a-I) successive verifications before the declaration of a syncword

alignment are represented by CS1, CS2 CS
a -1

while (13-1) successive

verifications after the alignment fails to verify are represented by CLI, CLI

CLf3-I' The values of a and 13 in the figure are given by Table 3.1

for different levels of multiplexing. According to the definition of the main-
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tenance time, the absorbing state is defined to be the search state S and the

starting state CS 1 is the state first entered after the search state. All tran

sition delays in the flow graphs equal one verification time, which is

represented by the operator Z. The verification time is just one masterframe

time for all levels of multiplexing. As explained at the beginning of the

chapter, the symbol p may represent PAIT, PMD or PMSi according to the

case considered. For example, when the primary level frame alignment

strategy (see Table 3.1) recommended by CEPT is used, the syncword length

is 7 and the error threshold e8 and em are both 0 and the number of states

Q = ,8 = 3. The transition probabilities are PMT= (1- Pe)
7 and PMD = 0.57.

PZ

Figure 3.3 Maintenance Flow Graph for CEPT Recommendation

For any CEPT multiplexing level with given values of Q and ,8, the
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maintenance flow graphs can easily be developed from the general form of

the flow graph shown in Figure 3.3. Each flow graph represent typical

Markov processes with countable states and time invariant transition

probabilities. Generally, it is not as simple to determine probability distribu-

tions by straightforward calculation as was done in the last section. For-

tunately, the general form of generating function may be easily written by

using Mason's formula [15]. Then the distributions may be obtained by

dividing out the generating function by long division when a and 13 are

grven. Expectations of the distributions may be developed by differentiating

and evaluating the derivative of the generating functions.

Using Mason's formula on the flow graph shown in Figure 3.3, the

general form of the generating function of normalized maintenance time is

developed as

a-2 [(1 _ p) Z] 13
P(Z) = (1-p)Z' pkZk+ (pZ)(a -1) _

L- 13-1
k=O 1-pZL (l_p)kZk

k=O

Summing two geometric serres in Equation (3.10) yields

(3.10)

P(Z) = (1- p)Zl- (pZ)(a
-1)

+ (pZ)(a -1) (1- p)!3Z!3[l
+ (1- p)Z]

1 - pZ 1 _ Z + p(l _ p)!3Z(!3 + 1)

(3.11)

By differentiating and evaluating the first and the second derivatives of the
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generating function grven by Equation (3.11), the general form of the mean

and the variance for normalized maintenance is

1 0:-2 0:-2
-p P

E(m)= +--
(l-p) (l-p)j3

(3.12)

and

2p(1 - pO:) 20:pO:
Var(m) = E(m) - E2(m) + -

-(-)(1 - p)2 I-p

(1 + p)(1 --'- p)j3 - 1
- 2(0:-I)pO:-2-------

(1 _ p),B
1 (j3+1)p + 1

+ 2pO:-2[1 + - 1
p(1_p)2j3 p(l-p)j3

where E(m) is given by Equation (3.12).

(3.13)

For the example of European primary level multiplexing, III which

0:=13=3 and N = 7, the verification time is Tv- 0.25ms and the transition

probabilities are PMT= (1- Pe)7 and PMD = (0.5)7. From Equation (3.12),

the average true maintenance time with an error rate of Pe = 0.001 is 12.17

minutes and the average false maintenance time caused by random data is

0.254 ms. By dividing out the generating function given by (3.11) with

0:=13=3, the distribution of normalized maintenance time is :
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P(l) = 1- p,

P(2) = p(l - p),

P(3) = 0,

P(4) = 0,

P(5) = p2(1- p)3,

P(6) = p3(1_ p)3,

P(7) = p3(1 _ p)3,

P(8) = p3(1_ p)3,

P(9) = p4(1_ p)3(3 - 3p + p2),

P(lO) = p4(1 - p)3(2 - 2p + p3),

(3.14)

3.2.2. Lock Time

The process after a sync alignment has been declared is known as the

"lock" process in the industry [19] and the literature [10]. For the algorithm

recommended by CEPT, the general form of a lock flow graph is shown in

Figure 3.4. The starting state is state L and the absorbing state is state

S. The lock flow graph is a sub-graph of the maintenance flow graph shown

In Figure 3.3. The flow graph of the maintenance process includes two sub

graph: one is the lock flow graph mentioned here and another one is referred

to as the "hit verification" process [20].

To describe the lock process, it IS useful to define true lock time (TLT).
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Figure 3.4 Lock Flow Graph for CEPT Recommendation

The true lock time is defined to be the time, once a synchronization has

been declared, that the system fails to verify and ultimately returns to

search mode. Both true maintenance time and true lock time are used as a

performance measurement to describe the "reliability" of a framing system

but from different viewpoints. The difference is characterized by the defini

tion of the starting state in two processes. Similarly to maintenance time,

the true lock time may be represented as the product of a constant (Tv) and

a discrete random variable (mL)' which is called "normalized lock time".

It is not sufficient to use false lock times for analysis of the search per

formance since the hit verification, which is also a part of the search process,

is neglected. There is no reason to define a false lock time. The false

maintenance time includes both "hit verification" and "lock" and is sufficient
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to analyse the search performance. For this reason, maintenance times, in-

stead of lock times, are defined as the performance measures of a framing

system in this thesis work.

For convenience of typing, a symbol p is used to represent the tran-

sition probability PMT in this subsection. Using Mason's formula on the

flow graph shown in Figure 3.4, the general form of the generating function

of the normalized lock time is developed as

[(1 - p)Zl)3
PL(Z) = 13-1

1- pZI: [(1- p)Zjk
k=O

(3.15)

Summing the geometric series III Equation (3.15) yields

[1 - (1- p)Z][(l - p)Zjj3
PL(Z)=-------

1 - Z + p (1 - p) 13Z( 13 + 1)
(3.16)

From the generating function approa-ch in conjunction with Equation (3.16),

the general form of the mean and the variance for normalized lock. time is

(3.17)

and
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2{j + 1

p(l _ p),8
(3.18)

Again for the example of European primary level multiplexing, the

average true lock time with an error rate of Pe = 0.001 is 12.34 minutes and

the distribution of normalized lock time is :

(3.19)

The calculation example for the European primary multiplexing level in-

dicates that the means of true maintenance time and true lock time are very

close. Generally, since the transition probability PMT is close to 1 for nor-

mal error rates, the mean of the true maintenance time and the true lock

time, given in Equations (3.12) and Equation (3.17), are nearly the same and

approximately equal to Tv/(l- PMT)i3 when 0: is 2 or 3.
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It is noted that the two state maintenance algorithm discussed in the

last section may be considered as a special case of the CEPT general flow

graphs studied in this section. The same results for maintenance time may

be obtained by letting a = /3 = 2 in equations developed in this section. The

lock time can also be defined in a two state maintenance algorithm [lJ and

the distribution and mean of lock time are found in [21].

3.3. Sliding Window Maintenance

The sliding window check is widely used m the telecommunication in

dustry. In a general "m-in-n" sliding window check scheme, the out-of-frame

condition is determined when m framing bit errors in n consecutive framing

bits have been detected. Several combinations of m and n can be used. The

maintenance algorithm used in a recent American Telephone and Telegraph

design is a 2-in-4 scheme [14J. In the 2-in-4 scheme, verification fails for 2 or

more errors in 4 bits. The maintenance error threshold is em = 1 for con

tinued maintenance. This technique may be used in D3, D4 and Expanded

Superframe Format (ESF) interleaved frame formats [14] [22].

When the 2-in-4 scheme is used in D3 format [14], 4 bits of the alter-

nating FT pattern 101010 are verified every 386 bits (0.25 ms). The

verification allows at most one discrepancy in the sliding check. If the ex

pected pattern is 1010, the patterns of 1010, 0010, 1110, 1000 and 1011 will

pass the verification. A similar set of 5 patterns are allowed if the expected

pattern is 0101. The study will be based on this specific example but the

method developed can be applied on the general case.
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Previously developed techniques cannot be used m this case since each

check includes some new bits and some old bits. In other words, the tran

sition probability of maintaining a sync location can not be calculated from

the equations developed in Chapter 2. New approaches are needed. As in the

previous cases, the maintenance time is an integer multiple of the verification

time, since a verification is made every 0.25 ms. As before, a discrete ran

dom variable m (the normalized maintenance time) is used to indicate the

number of verification periods in the maintenance time. The lock time is

identically defined as the maintenance time for sliding window maintenance.

To simplify the following discussion it is assumed that a rotated syncword

behaves like random data. As will be indicated in Chapter 4, this assump

tion is reasonable for a well-designed syncword pattern.

3.3.1. Distribution of Maintenance Time

Define P(m) to be the probability of passing the first (m - 1) checks

and failing the m-th check in the verification. Thus the probability distribu

tion of the discrete random variable m is given by P(m).

Let Q (m ) be the probability of passing the first m checks in the

verification. Based on definitions of Q (m) and P(m), the following relation

ship between Q(m) and P(m) can be written
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P{I} = 1 - Q(l},

P(2) = Q{I) - Q(2),

P(3) = Q(2) - Q(3),

P(m) = Q(m - 1) - Q{m). (3.20)

To obtain the distribution of the discrete random variable m, P{m), the

probability Q (m) is first developed. It is reasonable to assume that the

maintenance process starts when four or more consecutive framing bits with

no mismatch are received. After one verification time delay (0.25 ms), a new

received bit replaces the oldest bit and these four most recent bits are com

pared with the reference codeword pattern to determine the number of mis

matches. If the number of mismatches is larger than 1, the maintenance

process ends and the search mode restarts. Otherwise, the maintenance con

tinues. The next check is made another 0.25 mslater. Clearly, the first

check must be passed whenever a "I" or "0" is received, i.e. Q(I) = 1. The

second verification will be passed if the first two received bits are with no

mismatch or each one with one mismatch. Namely, Q(2) = (1_p)2 + 2p(l-p)

where p represents the probability that a discrepancy with the expected se

quence occurs (called the crossover error probability). Under the assumption

of a binary symmetric channel and random data, p is Pe for true main

tenance and p equals 0.5 for false maintenance. Generally, the development

may be described by the following statements.
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(a) The first check is related to the first received bit after maintenance

starts, the first two checks are related to the first two received bits and

generally, the first m checks are related to the first m bits received.

(b) The probability that a particular m bit received sequence which

passes the first m checks with k discrepancies is pk(1- p)m - k

(c) The m-th check will pass verification if all preVIOUS 4 bit sub

sequences III the m bit received sequence have had one or fewer dis

crepancies. The interval between successive discrepancies in the m bit pat

tern must be greater than three bits. With the exception of the last dis

crepancy each k discrepancies must be followed by 3 good bits therefore the

number of available bit positions for all possible discrepancies (in the m bit

sequence) is reduced by 3(k - 1) from the total m bits. The number of dis

tinct sequences that can occur is therefore equal to the combination of k

from [m - 3(k -1)1.

(d) In an m bit received sequence which passes the first m checks,

there may be one, two, three or more discrepancies and the maximum num

ber of possible discrepancies is Int((m + 3)/4).

From above statements, the probability of passing the first m checks III

the verification, Q (m), results in
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Q(1) = 1

Q(2) = (1- p)2 + (�)P(1- p),

Intl(m + 3)/4]
m + 3 - 3k

Q (m) = L ( k ) pk (1 - p)m
- k

k=O

(3.21)

The distribution of the discrete random variable m, P(m), IS then

developed from Equations (3.20) and (3.21) as

Int[(m+2)/4] 2 k

(m
+ - 3

)P(m) = L k pk (1 - p)m
- 1 - k

k=O

Int[(m + 3)/4]

(m + 3 -

3k)- L k pk (1 - p)m
- k

k=O

(3.22)
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3.3.2. Expectations of the Maintenance Time

The mean of m is developed by differentiating the generating function

of P(m). From Equation (3.20), the generating function of P(m) may be ex-

panded from the generating function of Q (m). That is

00 00

P{Z) = L P(m)zm= L [Q(m -1) - Q(m)]zm. (3.23)
m=l m = 1

with Q (0) = 1, therefore

P{Z) = [1 - Q(I)]Z + [Q(I) - Q(2)]Z2 + [Q(2) - Q(3)]Z3 + ...

= Z + Q(I)Z(Z � 1) + Q(2)Z2(Z - 1) + Q(3)Z3(Z - 1) +
00

= Z + (Z - 1) L Q(m)zm. (3.24)
m=l

And then,

dP(Z) d
00 00

dZ
= 1 + (Z -1)dZ[ L Q(m)zm] + L Q(m)Zm. (3.25)

m=l m=l

Letting Z = 1 in the above equation results in

dP(Z)
00

Elm] = dZ Iz= 1
= 1 + L Q(m)

m = 1

(3.26)

From Equation (3.21), the summation in Equation (3.26) may be written as
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00 00 Int[(m + 3)/4]
m + 3 _ 3k

L Q (m) = L L ( k ) pk( 1 - p)m
- k.

m=l m=l k=O

(3.271)

The terms of the summation in Equation (3.27) are indicated by dots in the

k-m plane as shown in Figure 3.5. In order to calculate the summation,

four terms, which correspond to (m=-3, k=O), (m=-2, k=O), (m=-l, k=O),

and (m=O, k=O), are added to the summation and indicated by circles in

Figure 3.5. The original summation is then equal to the new summation

minus the sum of the four extra terms, which is designated by E, as

Intl(m+3)/4]

( 3-3k)L
m +

k
pk (1 - p)m

- k
- E.

m = 1 m = -3 k=O

00 00

L Q(m)= L (3.28)

Letting n = m + 3 - 3k, the new summation may be remanaged as a sum-

mation for nand k. The terms of the new summation are indicated by both

dots and circles in Figure 3.5. As shown in Figure 3.5, the range of n IS

from ° to infinity and the range of k, for a given n, is from ° to n. This

yields

00 00 n

L Q(m)= L L (�)pk(1_p)n-3+2k_E.
m=l n=Ok=O

(3.29)

By taking the sum of the Binomial series, Equation (3.29) IS developed as
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Figure 3.5 Explanation for Development of Mean
in Sliding Window Check.

And from the geometric series, the summation simplifies to

00 1

L Q(m)= -E

(1- p)3{1 - (1- p)[l + p(l _ p)2])
m= 1

(3.30)

(3.31)
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Summing the four extra terms yields

(3.32)
n= -3

Substituting Equations (3.32) and (3.31) into Equation (3.26) and simplifying

results in

1 + 3p - 3p2 + p3
E[m] = .,.

3p2 _ 3p'" + p4
(3.33)

This result IS identical to that from a previous work [14] where the

development was based on the fundamental matrix technique mentioned in

Section 2.6. This partly verifies the development of the distribution since this

quantity has been independently developed by using different methods.

By substituting 0.5 for p in Equation (3.33), the expected value of m

corresponding to false maintenance is 30/7. Since the maintenance time is m

multiples of the verification time TV' the average false maintenance time for

random data is

TMD = 4.286TV· (3.34)

By substituting Pe for p in Equation (3.33), the expected value of m

corresponding to true maintenance can be developed. When Pe � 1, the ex-
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pected value of m may be closely approximated by ignormg the small higher

order parts of Pe as

1
E(m)�-.

3P 2
e

(3.35)

Noticing that m represents the number of verification periods in the main-

tenance time, the average true maintenance time for Pe � 1 is approximately

represented as

(3.36)

A calculated example of true and false maintenance time for D3/D4

format where Tv= 0.25 ms (386 bits) is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Average Maintenance Times for D3/PCM for Sliding
Window Maintenance with 2-in-4 Scheme

Pe 0.01 0.001 0.0001 0.00001 0.000001

TMT 0.83 83.3 2.3 9.64 2.64

(sec.) (sec.) (hours) (days) (yrs)

TMD 1.0714

(ms)
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Chapter 4

Search Performance - Simplified Analysis

The framing search performance evaluation is the most important part

of the thesis work. The scope of the investigation includes both block and in

terleaved frame structures. To avoid undue complexity in the initial studies

of the search process, it was assumed that the rotated (or shifted) syncword

bits behave like random data when presented to the syncword recognizer. 'It

means that the following relationships are assumed: PARj
= PASj

= PAD and

PMRj= PMSj= PMD for all 1::; j ::; (N - 1). Under this assumption, bloek

and interleaved frame structures will have an identical model. This assump

tion simplifies the development of the search time distribution and its expec

tations and eliminates the need for detailed knowledge of the syncword pat

tern.

In practice, a syncword pattern 1S selected to have a sharply peaked

autocorrelation (or Hamming Distance function). Based on a well designed

syncword [7J, the simplified calculation of the search time distribution and

mean is quite accurate for real framing systems [11]. Accordingly throughout

this chapter it is assumed that the syncwords are well designed since this is

adequate for practical applications. Furthermore, this simplification allows the
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reader to focus on the techniques used to analyze the search process. Effects

of the syncword pattern are discussed in Chapter 5 and 6 and the simplified

technique is then extended for detailed analysis.

4.1. Modified Flow Graph

This analysis of the search process IS expected to accommodate a

variety of different maintenance algorithms. Search time depends, to some

degree, on the maintenance algorithm used, since time spent in a false main

tenance state is a component of the search time. To handle this problem, the

distribution and mean of search time will be developed in terms of a general

maintenance time distribution without defining a specific maintenance algo

rithm. The developed equations will be suitable for any maintenance algo

rithm as long as the distribution and expectation of the false maintenance

time can be derived for that algorithm. In Chapter 3, several maintenance

algorithms are investigated and distributions and expectations of false main

tenance times have been developed for each.

Based on the above idea, a modified flow graph of the search process IS

shown in Figure 4.1. A "white box" labelled false maintenance, which is

described by the probability P(m), represents states for any given main

tenance algorithm. The false maintenance time distribution P{m) indicates

the probability that m verification times will elapse before the false

synchronization state is detected. The distribution P(m) is calculated by sub

stituting PMD for p in Equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.14) or (3.22). In Figure 4.1,

the branches labelled P(m) zmV represent an infinity of parallel branches with
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and delay V, 2V, ... , which

may be respectively indicated by the operators zV, z2V and so on. The

operator z indicates a delay of one bit. During one masterframe of M bits,

the system may enter the false maintenance state in (M - 1) positions with

an identical probability PAD and a delay of one bit. The search process

may start from any position z ranging from (AI-I) to 0 and ends at the

true maintenance state. There is therefore a starting state and an absorbing

state in Figure 4.1.

M-l M-2 M-3 2 3 o

....../__---<-/__ Start point (x)

Figure 4.1 Modified Flow Graph for Simplified Search Process.

The search flow graph shown in Figure 4.1 IS different from a normal
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flow graph, in which all transitions between states are indicated by their

transfer functions. The flow graph shown in Figure 4.1 is called a modified

flow graph. It allows for an arbitrary maintenance process which may be or

may not be Markov process with time invariant transition probabilities.

It should be stated that in some implementations [22], the verification

time 1S forced to be a multiple of the masterframe time, namely Tv equals

TM' 2TM, 3TM and so on. In the case when TV < TM' additional delay is

.added so that the maintenance time is an integer multiple of the mas

terframe time. Throughout this thesis, the verification time is always as

sumed to be an integer multiple of the masterframe time. If this condition

is not satisfied, the system may not return to the search mode at the next

position from which false maintenance was entered. In addition to this, the

true sync position may be skipped when the system returns from a false

maintenance state to the search mode. The search process is much more

complicated than the model mentioned above when a arbitrary verification

time is considered.

4.2. The Search Time Distribution

The search process starts only after the memory has been fully loaded

with the most recent bit history. The search process begins z positions in

advance of the true syncword thus the minimum time to find the true

syncword is (x + 1) bit times. It is assumed that the starting point, z, is a

discrete uniformly distributed random variable ranging from (M-1) to O. The

validity of this assumption has been justified by experimental measurements
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[23]. During the search process, false maintenance states may be entered

and a random number n 1
of verification times may be spent and, in ad-

dition, the true sync position may be skipped causing the elapse of another

random number n2 of masterframe times in addition to (x + 1) bit times.

Consequently the time to find the true syncword location is

(4.1)

where

ni = 0, 1, 2,

n2=0, 1,2,
z = 0, 1 ,2 ,

M-l.

Define P(nI' n2, x) to be the joint probability function for nI, n2 and s:

Because the search time, TFT' takes on discrete values depending on the

combination of nI, n2 and x in Equation (4.1), each possible value of TFT

will occur with the corresponding probability P{nI, n2, x). The probability dis

tribution of TFT will then be known if P(n l' n2, x) is found.

Since the density function of z is assumed to be uniform and equal to

1/J'J, the joint probability function may be expressed in terms of the con-

ditional probability function P[(n1, n2)/x] as:
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(4.2)

When channel errors corrupt the received data sequence, the true

syncword location may not be recognisable. In this case the true syncword is

rejected and the search process continues from the location furthest from the

next syncword (x =M - 1). The search process can then be considered as

two sub-processes: the first one, with probability P(nIl x), starts at location

z while the second one, with probability Q (nl' n2), starts at z =M - 1 (after

rejecting the true syncword) and ends at the true sync state with n1 verifica-

tion time slips and n2 rejections of the true syncword. The search process

with channel errors depends on both sub-processes while the search process

in the error free case only depends on the first sub-process. The first sub-

process is essential for both cases. Corresponding to the first sub-process, the

conditional probability function of nl verification time slips starting at bit

position x and reaching the first syncword position is designated by P(nd x}.

4.2.1. Search Time Distribution in Error Free Case

In the error free case, the search process will end at the first true

syncword position since PAT IS unity. In this case the probability

To assist in the discussion of the synchronization process some ap-

propriate terminology is introduced. With reference to a flow graph such as

Figure 4.1, the concatenation of any set of transitions leading from some
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tarting bit position and ending at the true syncword state is defined as a

ynchronization path. A detour is defined as a transition from a search mode

bit position to a false maintenance state followed by a subsequent return to

the search mode at the next bit position. Note that a detour can include a

number of verification time slips ill the false maintenance state. In fact the

number of verification time slips m that occur during a detour is a discrete

random variable with probability function P(m) which can be derived for a

given maintenance algorithm.

The conditional probability P(ndx} is now developed. This probability

IS expressed ill terms of the conditional probability, designated by

R[nt/ k,P(m )], of nl verification time slips given that k detours occur ill

reaching the true syncword position. For a known false maintenance time

distribution, P(m), and given k detours, the probability R[ndk,P(m)] may be

developed by using a extended generalization of Bernoulli trials. Each detour

is a trial whose outcome can be partitioned into an infinite number of events

designated by AI' .4.2' ,Am' "', with probabilities of occurrence

P(l), P(2), e ... , P(m), which sum to unity.

If the number of detours with m verification time slips is designated by

1m, the number of times that each event occurs in k detours is given by the

. .. 1, m'
and the total number of detours is thus

k = 2.::=t/m' The number of verification time slips in a detour is given by

m and thus the total number of slips is equal to the sum of the series 111,

. .. ml, m'
which is given by n1 = 2.::=1 m 1m'
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For a particular set of 1m's which satisfies the above two summations,

the probability of observing nl verification time slips equals

For given values of nl and k, f designates all sets of lm's which satisfy the

previous two summations. Thus the probability of observing nl verification

time slips with k detours is the sum of the probabilities for all sets which

satisfy the constraint f resulting in:

(4.3)

For illustration, the conditional probability R[ndk,P(m)] IS shown in Table

4.1 for a number of values of nand k.

Table 4.1 Probability R of Slipping nl Verification Times

as a Function of k Entries to False Maintenance.

k

nl 0 1 2 3 4

0 1

1 0 P(l)
2 0 P(2) P(1)2
3 0 P(3) 2P(1)P{2) P(1)3
4 0 P(4) 2P(1)P{3) + P(2)2 3P(1)2P(2) P(1)4
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For the example of n} = 7 and k = 3, the following four cases satisfy the

ondition [;

I} = 2,

11 =1,
11 = 1,

12 = 2,

15 = 1;

12 = 1,

13 = 2;

13 = 1.

Thus:

R[7/3, P(m)] = 3P(1)2P(5) + 6P(1)P(2)P(4}+ 3P(1)P(3)2 +
3P(2)2p(3).

Finally, the conditional probability of n1 verification time slips during a

search process given starting position x and reaching position 0 (true

syncword position), P(ndx), can be determined. Since this conditional prob-

ability is now developed under the assumption of a random syncword, it is

re-designated by PR(n1/x) to avoid confusion. To develop PR(n1/x), the con

ditional probabilities R{ n11 k, P(m)} must be weighted by the probability of k

detours occurring during the process and summed over all k::; z: For any

synchronization path starting at position z and including k detours, the

probability of k detours occurring at any particular set of k bit positions

(out of a possible z positions) is (1- PAF)X-kPA/. Since the k bit positions

can be chosen in G) different distinguishable ways the required conditional

probability function PR(n1/x) is

x

PR{ndx) =L (�) (1-PAD)X-k�DR[nl/k,P(m)1.
k=O

(4.4)
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In the error free case, synchronization IS guaranteed to occur on the

irst occurrence of the syncword. In this case, the probability p[(n1,n2)/x] is

equal to P(ntfx) and equals to PR(n1/x) for assumed random syncword.

4.2.2. Search Process with Channel Errors

As previously indicated, the search process with channel errors depends

on both two sub-processes defined. The probability due to the first sub

process P(ndx), PR(n 1 /x) for assumed random syncword, has been developed

in the last section.

To study the second sub-process a recycle is defined as a process which

starts from the bit position (M-1) and subsequently reaches the true

syncword position at (x = 0). A recycle can include a number of verification

time slips in the false maintenance state. Obviously, the number of verifica

tion time slips n1 during a recycle is a discrete random variable whose prob

ability function is P(n1/(M -1)), which has been previously derived. Be

cause the true syncword may sometimes be unrecognisable in the search

mode, the second sub-process may consist of several such recycles. The prob

ability of n1 verificat.ion time slips occurring in the second sub-process with

n2 recycles, Q(n1, n2), can be expressed in terms of the conditional probabil

ity of n1 verification time slips given that n2 recycles occur in the second

sub-process. The problem dealt with now IS mathematically identical to the

conditional probability R{nl/k, P(m)} as long as the recycle is imagined as a

"detour" and the probability P(m) is replaced with P(n1/(M-1)). The con

ditional probability of n1 verification time slips occurring in n2 recycles is
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therefore R{n1/n2, P(nd(M-1))} where R represents the algorithm grven by

Equation (4.3) and shown in Table 4.1. To determine the probability of n1

verification time slips occurring in the second sub-process, Q(n1,n2), the con

ditional probability R{n1/n2, P(n1/(M-1))} must be weighted by the prob

ability of n2 recycles occurring in the second sub-process. The probability of

n2 recycles occurring in the second sub-process is (l-PAT)n2 and the prob

ability that the true syncword is finally accepted is PAT' Therefore. the

probability of n1 verification time slips occurring during the second sub

process with n2 recycles is:

(4.5)

The number of verification time slips in the whole search process is the

sum of the verification time slips resulting from both independent sub

processes. The probability distribution of n1 (the total number of verification

slips) as a function of x (the starting location) when channel errors are

present can therefore be calculated by using a discrete convolution of two

probability distributions, P(ndx) and Q(n1, n2),

(4.6)

For assumed random syncword, the conditional probability due to the

first sub-process, P(n1/x), is re-designated by PR(n1/x) and given by (4.4).

The joint probability function P(nl' n2,x) has been expressed in closed forms

by Equations (4.2), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) and the distribution of search time

can be calculated directly by using these equations along with Equation (4.1).
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An alternate method suitable for computer calculation of the probability

istribution involves a "Tree" illustration [211. This illustration is also helpful

understanding the calculation of the probability distribution of search

.3. The Expected Search Time

From Equation (4.1), the mean of the search time can be written III

erms of the expected values of 11,1' 11,2 and x as

(4.7)

he expected value E(n1) can III general be expressed as

00 M-l 00

E(n1) = L 11,1L L P(nl' n2, x).
nl=O x=O n2=0

(4.8)

Assuming that z IS uniformly distributed and its density IS given by 11M.

So that

1
00 M-l 00

E(n1) = ML n1 L L P[(nl' n2)lx1,
n1=0 x=O n2=O

(4.9)

Interchanging the order of summation then

1
M-l 00 00

E(n1) = ML L n1L P[(nl' n2)lx1,
x=O n1=0 n2=0

(4.10)
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where the last two summations are identified as E(nt/x) yielding

1
M-I

E(nl) = ML E(n1/x).
x=o

(4.11)

Similarly,

1
M-I

E(n2) = ML E(n2Ix).
x=o

(4.12)

The conditional expectation E(n1/x) and E(n2Ix) are derived from the

conditional generating function of the random vector (nl' n2) grven z, Since

the conditional joint probability function for (nI' n2) given x is the convolu-

tion of P(ntfx) and Q(nI,n2), the conditional generating function of the ran-

dom vector (n l' n2) given z is the product of the generating function of

P(ntfx), designated by P(zI/x), and -the generating function of Q(n1,n2)

designated by Q(zl' z2)' namely,

(4.13)

The conditional moment generating function P( zd x) is developed here for a

random syncword and re-designated by PR(zIIx):
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00 x

PR(Zl)= L zlntL (�)(1-PAD)X-kPADkR[ndk,p(m)].
nl=O k=O

(4.14)

Noting G) = 0 when k ;» z , the upper limit on the second summation can be

set to infinity. The order of the two summations can be changed and the

summation over nt of zln1R[ntlk,P(m)] can be written in terms of equation

(4.3) with a tabular form similar to Table 4.1. By summing the columns of

this modified table it is noticed that the summation can be rewritten for any

given k as

00 00

(4.15)

This results III

00 00

PR(ZI)=L (�)(l-PAD)X-kPADk[ L zlmp(m)]k.
1.=0 . m=O

(4.16)

The upper limit on the first summation can be set back to z since G) = 0

when k » x. Noticing that the second summation is the generating function of

the false maintenance time distribution P(m), designated by p[zl]' and by

factoring out the term (1-PAD) x and recognizing the binomial expansion, the

generating function P(Zt/x) is obtained:
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(4.17)

From Equation (4.5), the generating function Q(zl' z2) is developed as

follows:

00 00

Q(zl' z2) = 2:: 2:: zlnlZ2n2Q(nl' n2),
n1=O n2=O
00 00

= L L ztlz2n2PAT(1-PAT)n2 R{n1/n2' P[n1/(M-l)]},
nl=O n2=O

00 00

(4.18)

As in the development of Equation (4.17), the second summation can be ex-

panded as {l:: zlnlP[n1/(M -1)]}n2 from n1 = 0 to 00 for any given n2·

Noticing that l:: zt1P[n1/(M - 1)] from n1 = 0 to 00 is the generating func-

tion P[zd(M - 1)] yields

00

Q(zl' z2) = 2:: z2n2PAT(l- PAT)n2 {P[zl/(M - 1)]}n2.
n2=O

(4.19)

Recognizing the geometric series results in:
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(4.20)

From Equations (4.13) and (4.20), the conditional generating function of

the random vector (nt, n2) given z , P[(Zt' z2)/x], can be determined. For as

sumed random syncword, the generating functions P(Zt/x) and P[z/(M-1)] in

Equations (4.13) and (4.20) are given by Equation (4.17) and then

(4.21)

The first partial derivatives of the conditional generating function

P[(Zt' z2)/z] in Equation (4.21), evaluated at Zl = Z2 = 1 yields the conditional

expectation E(nt/x) and E(n2/x). The expected value E(n1) and E(n2) are

then developed from E(nl/x) and E(nl/x) by using Equations (4.11) and

(4.12). As shown in Appendix B, the expected values E(n1) and E(n2) are

(4.22)

(4.23)
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Note that TMDdivided by Tv is the expected value of the number of verifica-

tion periods in false maintenance (m) where TMD represents the average false

maintenance time and TV is the verification time.

Substituting Equations (4.22) and (4.23) in Equation (4.7) and noting

that E{x) = {M - 1)/2 yields

(4.24)

The well known expected maximum reframe time (TRF) indicates the

average search time when the process starts following a true syncword which

was not recognised due to channel errors. In this case, the search process

starts (M - 1) bits prior to the next valid syncword. By defining the starting

position z =M - 1, the average maximum reframe time is developed from

Equations (4.7), (4.22) and (4.23) as:

(4.25)

The average search time (TIT) in Equation (4.24) can be expressed III

terms of average of shortest and longest search time and then in terms of

the average maximum reframe time (TRF) in Equation (4.25) as
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(4.26)

4.4. The Variance of Search Time

The variance of the search time can be written as

(4.27)

From Equation (4.1), the expected value of TFT2 In (4.27) can be expressed

as

From Equations (4.7), (4.27) and (4.28), the variance of the search time can

be written as

(4.29)

where
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A5 = 2{E[n1 (x + 1)]- E(n1)E(x + 1)}

Similar to the development of E(n1) and E(n2) in Equations (4.11) and

(4.12), assuming x is uniformly distributed with constant density 1/M, the

expected values associated with Equation (4.29) can be represented in terms

of corresponding conditional expected values by the following set of equa-

tions:

1
M-l

E(n12) =ML E(n12/x),
X=O

(4.30)

1
M-l

E(n22) =ML E(n22/x),
X=O

(4.31 )

1
M-l

E(n1n2) =ML E(n1n2/x),
X=O

(4.32)
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1
M-l

E(nlx) = ML xE(ndx),
x=o

(4.33)

1
M-l

E(n2x) = ML xE(n2/x).
x=o

(4.34)

Based on probability theory [24], the conditional expected values in

Equations (4.30), (4.31), (4.32), (4.33)' (4.34) along with (4.11) and (4.12)

can be developed by evaluating the first and second partial derivatives of the

generating function P[(zl' z2)/xj at zl = z2 = 1 as shown in the Appendix.

Substituting the conditional expected values, which are obtained in Appendix

B, into Equations (4.30) to (4.34) yields

2
.\1 - 1

2
,,\p - 6M+ 5

2
-

2
E(nl ) = 2 PADE{m) + 12 PAD (m) +

1 - PAT 2
- 2M - 4 -

2

2P (M -1)PAD[E(m ) + m+ PAD{m) j +
AT

3

(4.35)

1- PAT 2(1- PAT)2
E{n 2) = +----2 P 2

'

AT PAT
(4.36)
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(4.37)

1 _

1- PAT 2-

E(n1x)=-6(M-l)(2.l\,f-l)PADm+ p (M-l) PADm, (4.38)
2 AT

I-PAT
E(n2x) = .

P (M - 1). (4.39)
2 AT

where m generally represents the random number of verification periods in

false maintenance for any maintenance algorithm, namely the general normal-

ized maintenance time, and m is its expected value. It is possible to sub-

stitute the values of E(n1), E(n2) E(n12), E(n22) E(n1n2), E(nlx) and

E(nlx) in Equation (4.29) from Equations (4.22), (4.23), (4.35), (4.36), (4.37),
M-1

(4.38) and (4.39) respectively. Also, noticing that E(x) = -2-'

2
1 2 2 -2

1

E(x )=6(M-l)(2M-l), E(m )=Var(m )+(m) , Var(m))=-2Var(TMD) and
Tv

1-
m =

TvTMD' the variance of the search time is developed as

(4.40)

where
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1- PAT 1- PAT
C5

= 2 (M - 1)PAD P (1 + P )
AT AT

Equation (4.40) indicates that the variance of the search time increases

monotonically with the variance and the mean of false maintenance time.

The mean of the search time, as indicated by Equation (4.24), increases

monotonically with the mean of false maintenance time and does not depend

on the variance. Equations (4.24) and (4.40) also show that both the mean

and the variance of the search time change in the same manner when system

parameters are changed. It is then concluded that the variance of the search

time increases monotonically with the mean of the search time. This conclu-

sion is useful for optimizing a framing system.
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Chapter 5

Search Performance for Interleaved and

Block Framing

Two aspects relating to the syncword pattern must be considered : 1)

imitation of the pattern by random data bits and 2) imitation of the pattern

by rotated interleaved syncword bits (or a combination of shifted block

syncword bits and random data bits). The first behaviour is characterized by

the bifix property of the pattern [25] [26] while the second one is charac

terized by the correlation property or Hamming Distance of the pattern. Ac

tually, the framing search process is a complex Markov process with time

variant transition probabilities. Under the assumption of independent search

testing, the search process is simplified as a Markov process with time

invarient transition probabilities. This assumption is fully accurate when the

syncword length is infinite. As shown in Appendix A, this simplification is

still reasonable if the syncword is greater than 5. This independence �s

sumption is used throughout the thesis and only the effect of the correlation

property of the pattern is investigated.

The assumption, of the previous chapter, that rotations and shifts of

the syncword behave as random data has simplified the development and
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liminates the need for any knowledge of the syncword pattern. As a result

assumption, the effect of the correlation property of the syncword

attern is also ignored and the difference between block and interleaved

rammg can not be investigated. In order to study the effect of the syncword

pattern and to compare the performance of block and interleaved sync, an

detailed distribution and mean of the search time must be developed without

the above assumption. The search process models for interleaved and block

sync are developed in Chapter 2. In this chapter, the detailed equations are

developed.

In this chapter, it is also assumed that the search process starts only

after the memory has been fully loaded with the most recent bit history and

that the starting point, z , is uniformly distributed from 0 to (M - 1). There

are (x + 1) bit positions to be searched from starting point z to the true

sync position designated by x=o. For both the block and interleaved

codeword search processes, false maintenance states may be entered and

maintained for a random number of verification times. The true sync position

may be skipped which causes the elapse of at least one masterframe time.

Once the true sync position has been missed, the search process will restart

at position z = M - 1 and another random number of verification times may

result from this continued search. As in Chapter 4, the search time is still

represented by Equation (4.1).

In this chapter, a joint probability function P(n1, n2, x) and a con

ditional joint probability function P[(n1,n2)/xj are defined for both inter-
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leaved and block sync formats. The joint probability function may be ex

pressed in terms of the corresponding conditional probability function as in

Equation (4.2). When there are channel errors, either the block or interleaved

codeword search process may also be considered as two sub-processes as

defined in Chapter 4. The probability of the second sub-process, again desig

nated by Q(n1, n2), may be expressed as a function of the first sub-process

probability, also designated by P(n1/x), as shown in Equation (4.5). Be

cause these two sub-processes are independent, the conditional joint probabil

ity can be calculated by usmg a' discrete convolution of these two

probabilities as indicated by Equation (4.6).

Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6) are also suitable for the exact

model of block and interleaved framing. The search time distribution may be

found provided an appropriate expression for the probability of the first sub

process, P(n1/x), is used in the previous equations. It should be noted that

the expression of P( n tfx) for block sync is different from the equivalent in

terleaved sync probability and they both differ from Equation (4.4). To avoid

confusion, the probability of n1 verification time slips starting at bit position

x and reaching the true syncword position is designated by P1(n1/x) for in

terleaved sync and PB(n1/x) for block sync while this probability is desig

nated by PR(ntfx) in Equation (4.4) for the case of "random" framing bits.

In summary, equations from Chapter 4 which are identical for block

and interleaved sync are repeated as follows. It should be emphasised again

that the listed equations represent the three different cases since the prob

ability P(ntfx) is different in each case.
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where

PR(n1/x) for random syncword

PB(n1/x) for block framing.

Similarly, corresponding generating functions, Equations (4.7), (4.13) and

(4.20) are still valid for both block and interleaved sync provided the

generating function P(zdx) is replaced by P](zl/x) and PB(zdx) respec-

tively. These equations are repeated as follows:

(4.7)
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(4.13)

(4.20)

where

for random syncword

for interleaved framing

for block framing.

5.1. Detailed Search Time Distribution for Interleaved

Sync

Analysis of interleaved syncword search process is also expected to ac-

commodate a variety of different maintenance algorithms. The flow graph of

Figure 2.3 is modified by using the same approach as in Chapter 4. The

modified flow graph for interleaved codeword search process is shown in

Figure 5.1. The true syncword may be resembled by the rotated syncword

bits in (N - 1) positions which occur at intervals of F bits. The false main-

tenance time distributions in these (N - 1) positions are calculated by replac-

ing p by PMRj in Equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.14) for the one, two and

three state maintenance algorithms studied in Chapter 3 and designating the

result by PRim). In the other (M - N+ 1) positions at which random data

is present, the distribution P{m) is calculated by using PMD.
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Figure 5.1 Modified Flow Graph for Interleaved Frame Search

In order to develop the probability P/(nt!x), the following two

probabilities are defined: 1) Define SRi(n 1) to be the probability of n 1

verification time slips occurring during a transition through a rotated

syncword

j=l, 2, 3,

(from

.. , (N -1)). Clearly, the probability SR/nl) is obtained by

x = jF-I, whereposition x=jF to

weighting the probability distribution PR/m) with the transition probability

PARi' as shown in Equation (5.1). 2) Define SRDinl) to be the probability

of n1 verification time slips occurring in the search process starting from

x=jF sync position, whereuntil reachesit the true
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i= 1, 2, 3, ... , (N - 1). A search process starting from z = jF and en

ding at x = 0 may be considered to be divided into j sections and may be

considered as j sub-processes, each of which has one rotated syncword posi

tion and (F � 1) random data positions to be searched. Because these sub

processes are independent, the probability SRD/n1) may be calculated by

using a series of discrete convolutions. These two probabilities are calculated

as

(5.1)

and

SRDl(n1) = SRl(n1) @ PFD(n1)

SRD2(n1) = SR2(n1) @ PFD(n1) @SRDl(n1)

SRD3(n1) = SR3(n1) @ PFD(n1) e SRD2(n1)

(5.2)

where PFD(n1) is the probability of n1 verification time slips occurring in the

(F - 1) false sync locations caused by random data. From the results of

Equation (4.4), PFD(n1) is
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(5.3)

For a search process starting from a given z ,
there are 1= Int(x/F)

locations at which a rotated syncword may resemble the syncword before it

reaches the true sync location (x = 0) and there are x -IF random data posi-

tions before reaching the first rotated syncword position at IF. The search

process (i.e. the first sub-process defined in Chapter 4) can again be con-

sidered as two sub-processes: the first one, with probability PR[n1/(x -IF)],

starts at position z and ends at the first rotated syncword position IF while

the second one, with probability SRDl(n1), starts at position IF and ends at

the true sync position. These two sub-processes are independent and the C011-

ditional probability P1(n1/x) is a discrete convolution of SRDl(n1) and

(504)

where I=Int(x/F).

As indicated in the beginning of this chapter, the joint probability

function for interleaved frame synchronization is obtained by substituting

P/(n1/x)) for P(n1/x) in Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6).
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.2. Detailed Mean of Search Time for Interleaved Sync

Noticing that the convolution operation in the time domain corresponds

o the multiplication in z domain, from Equation (5.4), the generating func-

(5.5)

Also usmg the correspondence of the convolution to the multiplication, the

generating function of SRDl(n1) is developed from Equation (5.2) as

I

SRDl(zl) = [PFD(zl)]1 II SR,{zl)'
i= 1

(5.6)

Starting from the definition, the generating function of SRinl) IS directly

developed from Equation (5.1) as

(5.7)

Since Equation (5.3) can be obtained by letting x =F-l in (4.4), the

generating function of PFD(n1) can be found by letting x = F - 1 in Equation

(4.17). Substituting the result and Equation (5.7) in Equation (5.6) yields

I

SRDl(zl) = {PR[zl/ (F - l)]}lII (1- PARj)PARjPR/zl)'
j=l

(5.8)
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From Equations (5.5) and (5.8), the generating function P[(zl/x) is

developed as

P[(Zl/X) = PR[zd(x-IF)]{PR[Zl/(F-l}]}l
I

II [(1 - PAR)PARjPR/Zt)],
j=l

(5.9)

where PR[Zt/(x -iF)] and PR[zl/(F-1)] can be calculated by using Equation

(4.17).

By using Equations (4.13) and (4.20), the generating function of the

conditional joint probability p[(nl' n2)/ x] is developed as

(5.10)

The first derivative of the conditional joint generating function P[ (z l' Z2) / x]

in Equation (5.10), evaluated at zl = Z2 = 1, yields the conditional expectation

E(n1/x) and E(n2/x}. The expected value E(n1} and E(n2) can be developed

from E(n1/x) and E(n2/x) by using Equations (4.11) and (4.12). As shown

in Appendix B, the results are

(5.11)

and
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(5.12)

where TMD IS the mean of the false maintenance time caused by random

data, TMRj is the mean of the false maintenance time caused by j-bit

rotated syncword and Tv is the verification time.

Substituting Equations (5.11) and (5.12) III Equation (4.7) and noticing

E(x) = (M - 1)/2 yields

(5.13)

By defining starting position x=M-1 in Equations (5.11) and (5.12),

the average maximum reframe time (TRP) is developed from Equation (4.7)

as

N-l

TRP= pI [TM+(M-N)PADTMD+ L PARjTMR)
AT

(5.14)
j=l

The average search time may also be expressed in terms of TRF as in Equa-

tion (4.26).
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.3. Detailed Search Time Distribution of Block Sync

Similar to the case for interleaved sync, the flow graph of the block

codeword search process may be modified to accommodate a variety of dif

ferent maintenance algorithms. The modified flow graph is shown m Figure

5.2. A combination of shifted syncword bits and information bits may

resemble the true syncword in 2(N - 1) positions which are symmetrically

centered at the true syncword location (x = 0). The false maintenance time

distributions in these 2(iV - 1) positions are calculated by substituting p by

PMSj in equations developed in Chapter 3 for one or more state maintenance

algorithm and designated by Psim). In other (M-2iV+1) positions (from

x =Al- N to x = N) random data is present and the maintenance time dis

tribution is P(m).

As indicated in the beginning of this chapter, the search time distribu

tion for block sync may be found provided an appropriate expression for the

probability of the first sub-processes m block framing, PB{ndx), is

developed. To develop PB(ndx), the probability Ssinl) is defined to be the

probability of nl verification time slips occurring during the one bit tran

sition from X=J to x=j-1 (j=1, 2, ... , iV-I). This probability is

symmetrical about the block syncword, that is SSj(nl) = SS(N-l1(nd. The

probability SSj(nl) is

SsiO) = 1- PASj

Ssind = PASjPSj(nl)

(nl = 0)

(nl = 1, 2, 3, ... ). (5.15)
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Figure 5.2 Modified Flow Graph for Block Framing.

The probability PB(ndx} can be expressed in segmentations of z as

follows. At x=O, the conditional PB(O/x)=l and PB(n1/x)=O for nl2: l.

For 1 ::; x ::; (N - 1), since the one bit transitions are independent, the prob

ability PB(ndx) may be expressed by the convolution of Ss/n1) as
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(5.16)

For convenience, define a symbol to represent a successive convolution as

b

R SS,{n1) = Ss (n1)@SS(n1)@",®SSb(n1)·ft a a+l
(5.17)

,=a

Using the above symbol, the probability PB(n1/x) for 1 � x � (N -1) IS

represented as

x

PB(n1/x) = ]I Ss,{n1)
j=1

(5.18)

For N � x � (M - N), there are (x - N + 1) random data positions before

reaching the first shifted syncword position at x=N - 1. From position

x = N - 1, there are (N - 1) locations at which a shifted syncword may

resemble the syncword before reaci.ing the true sync location (x = 0). In this

case, PB(ndx) may be represented as
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lV-I

PB(nI/x) = PR[n1/(x - N+ 1)] Q9 H SSj(nI)·
j=1

(5.19)

For (M - N + 1) :::; z :::; (M - 1), there are (x - M+ N) shifted syncword posi-

tions before reaching the first random data position at x = M - N. After

that, all (M - 2N + 1) random data positions and (N - 1) shifted syncword

positions are searched until reaching the true sync location (x = 0). The first

sub-process probability PB(n IIx) is then developed as

M-lV

H
lV-I

SS:i(n1) e PR[n1/(M--2N+l)] 0 R Ssln1)·
j=M-x i= 1

(5.20)

By using above equations developed in conjunction with Equations (4.2),

(4.4) and (4.5), the joint probability function P(nl' n2, x) for block sync,

namely the exact search time distribution for block sync, can be found.

5.4. Detailed Mean of Search Time for Block Sync

Recalling the correspondence of the convolution to the multiplication,

the generating function of PB(n Ii x) may be developed as

for 1 :::; x :::; (N - 1),

x

PB(zIix) = II SS;;(zl);
j=1

(5.21 )
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or N :::; x :::; (M - N),

N-l

PB(zt/x) = PRlz1/(x - N + 1)] II SS/Zl);
i= 1

(5.22)

and for (M - N + 1) :::; x :::; (M - 1),

N-l N-l

PB(zl/x) = II SS/zl)PRlz1/(M - 2N + 1)] II SSizl)· (5.23)
j=M-x j=l

where SS/Zl) = (I-PASj)PASjPS/zl) , which IS developed similarly to Equa

tion (5.7).

By substituting PB(zl/x) in Equations (4.13) and (4.20), the conditional

joint generating function P[(zl' z2)/x] is obtained. As shown in Appendix B,

the conditional expectation E(nt/x) and E(n2/x) are developed from the first

derivative of the conditional joint generating function PI (z l' z2) /z], evaluated

at zl = Z2 = 1. The expected value E(n1) and E(n2) are developed from

E(n1/x) and E(n2/x) by using Equations (4.11) and (4.12). The results are

given by Equations (A.68) and (A.69) in the Appendix as

(5.24)

and

I-PAT
E(n2) = P

.

AT

Substituting Equations (5.24) and (5.25) in Equation (4.7) results ill

(5.25)
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11 xr T +T N-1
- .iYl - 2", + 1 _ M b �

_

TFT= 2 PADTMD+ 2
+ L- PASjTMSj+
i= 1

I-PAT _

N-1
_

P [TM+ (M - 2N + I)PADTMD) + 2 L PASjTMS)
AT .

)=1

where TMSj represents the mean of false maintenance time caused by the

(5.26)

combination of j-bit shifted syncword bits and information bits for the main-

tenance algorithm used.

Similar to Equation (5.14), the average maximum reframe time for

block sync TRF is developed as

N-l

TRF= pI [TM+ (.l\{-2N+l)PADTMD+2 L PASjTMS)�
AT .

)=1

(5.27)

The mean of search time for block sync also can be expressed in terms of

TRF as in Equation (4.26).

Note that the variance of search time has been developed for both in-

terleaved and block framing. These equations are quite long and the develop-

ments are very tedious. They are not shown in the thesis. It was observed

that the variance increases monotonically with the mean of the search time

for both interleaved and block frame synchronization.
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Chapter 6

Calculation Examples and Experimental
Verification

Using the equations developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the distribution

and mean of search time and maintenance time are calculated for several

framing systems. Examples are based on existing communication systems

and some recently proposed systems. Frame formats for 2 interleaved and 2

block syncword systems are illustrated in Table 6.1. The experimental

verification of the theoretically developed equations is also presented in this

chapter.

Evaluation of maintenance algorithms includes one and two state main

tenance [8], sliding window maintenance with 2-in-4 scheme [14] as used in

D3/D4 systems and the algorithm recommended for CEPT first level mul

tiplexing [4]. The evaluation methods are not restricted to these three ex-

amples. Since the false maintenance caused by random data more sig-

nificantly affects the search time, only that maintenance time (TMD) is con

sidered here. Both actual syncwords and assumed "random" syncwords are

considered in the search performance calculation. When the search perfor

mance is calculated for the sliding window maintenance, the verification time
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0.25 ms) is shorter than masterframe time (1.5 ms). As implemented in a

ommercial implementation [19], suitable delays are assumed to be added so

hat TMD=TM=6Tv for m=l, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6; and TMD=2TM=12Tv for

= 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12; and so on.

Table 6.1 Frame Formats of Some Popular Systems

ormat Bit Rate Superframe Syncword Syncword
R M N pattern

(Kbps) (bits) (bits)

3(DS-1) 1544 2316 12 into 100011011100

EFF(DS-1) 1544 4632 6 into 010011

SONET 51840 6480 16 block 1111011000101000

CEPT 2048 512 7 block 0011011

6.1. Calculations of Average Framing Times

Average framing times are easily calculated by using the closed form

equations which have been developed. Results of calculations for several

framing systems are shown in following tables.

The calculated average maintenance times for the commonplace D3 for-

mat are shown in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 for the one state, two state and

sliding window maintenance. The calculated average search times are shown

in Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7.
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Table 6.2 Calculated Average Maintenance Times

(D3, One State Maintenance).

- -

TMT TMD

e =3 e =5 e =3 e =5
m m m m

Pe=O. 00 00 1.618 rns 2.448 rna

Pe =0.01 5.4 min. 19.8 day 1.618 rns 2,448 ms

Pe =0.1 58.5 rns 2.77 s 1.618 rns 2.448rns

Table 6.3 Calculated Average Maintenance Times

(D3, Two State Maintenance).

-
-

TMT TMD

e =3 e =5 e =3 e =5
m m m m

Pe=O. 00 00 1.746 rns 3.995 rns

r, = 0.01 2.2 year centuries 1.746 rns 3.995 rns

v; = 0.1 2.34 s 1.423 hour 1.746 rns 3.995 rns

Table 6.4 Calculated Average Maintenance Time

(D3, Sliding Window Check).

-
-

TMT TMD

Pe=O. 00 1.064 rns

Pe =0.01 0.83 s 1.064 rns

v, = 0.1 8.33 rns 1.064 rns
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Table 6.5 Calculated Average Search Times in ms Using "Random"
or (Exact) Syncword (D3, One State Maintenance).

e =0 e = 1
8 8

e =3 e =5 e =3 e =5
m m m m

Pe=O. 1.208 1.442 6.695 9.743

(1.205) (1.439) (6.667) (9.700)
v, = 0.01 1.517 1.812 6.778 9.864

(1.514) (1.806) (6.749) (9.823)
Pe =0.1 7.342 8.768 13.62 19.83

(7.329) (8.751) (13.57) (19.78)

Table 6.6 Calculated Average Search Times in ms Using "Random"
or (Exact) Syncword (D3, Two State Maintenance).

e =0 e = 1
8 8

e =3 e =5 e =3 e =5
m m

-

m m

Pe =0. 1.244 1.879 7.163 15.43

(1.241) (1.874) (7.132) (15.36)
r, = 0.01 1.562 2.361 7.252 15.62

(1.559) (2.357) (7.221) (15.38)
v, = 0.1 7.561 11.43 14.58 31.39

(7.548) (11.42) (14.52) (31.52)

Table 6.7 Calculated Average Search Times in m s Using
"Random" Syncword (D3, Sliding Window Check).

e =0 e = 1
8 8

Pe=O. 1.18 6.27

Pe = 0.01 1.48 6.72

r, = 0.1 7.15 12.75
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Observing Tables 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 indicates that the average search

for the actual syncword slightly differs from one for assumed random

yncword and the sliding window maintenance IS slightly faster than the one

nd two state maintenance. A small difference in the average search time be...

ween the one and two state maintenance was observed. Observing also in

icates that the number of maintenance states has little effect to the average

search time while most effect is from es then Pe then em'

Assuming the two state maintenance algorithm with em=2 or em=3

used, the average framing times for Extended Superframe Format (ESF) are

given in Tables 6.8 and 6.9. The average search time indicated in Table 6.9

is longer than 250 ms which does not satisfy the 10ms-50ms requirement of

telephone networks. It is required that the average reframe time be less

than 50 ms so that the telephone customer will not be disconnected by in

correct signalling information which may be received during the reframe

process. The poor search performance results from a high probability of ac

cepting a random data position as a false frame boundary. When a 6 bit

syncword is used with es=O, this transition probability PAD is 0.57 or

0.015625. To decrease the transition probability, a longer syncword IS re

quired. A solution to this problem will be discussed in Chapter 7.

Assuming the two state maintenance with em=5 or em=7 used, the cal

culated average framing times for the proposed synchronous optical network

format (SONET) are shown in Tables 6.10 and 6.11.
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Table 6.8 Calculated Average Maintenance Times (ESF,
Two State Maintenance).

Pe=O.
r, = 0.01

v, = 0.1

TMT TMD
e =2 e =3 e =2 e = 3
m m m m

00 00 6.966 ms 25.39 ms

90.7 day centuries 6.966 ms 25.39 ms

12.13 s 31.1 min. 6.966 ms 25.39 ms

Table 6.9 Calculated Average Search Time in ms Using "Random"
or (Actual) Syncword (ESF, Two State Maintenance).

e =0 e = 1
/J /J

e =2 e =3 e =2 e =3
m m m m

Pe=O. 253.5 920.0 1765.7 6431.3

(253.3) (919.0) (1763.8) ( 6424.4)
Pe =0.01 285.0 1034.4 1170.9 6450.1

(285.0) (1995.4) (1807.5) (17726.0)
r, = 0.1 700.6 2542.4 2221.3 8090.7

(700.5) (2569.1) (2224.7) ( 8342.0)

Table 6.10 Calculated Average Maintenance Times

(SONET, Two State Maintenance).

TMT TMD

e =5 e = 7 e =5 e = 7
m m m m

Pe=O. 00 00 0.156 ms 0.349 ms

Pe = 0.01 centuries centuries 0.156 ms 0.349 ms

P« =0.1 11.5 s 9.23 hour 0.156 ms 0.349 ms
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Table 6.11 Calculated Average Search Time in m s Using "Random"
or (Exact) Syncword (SONET, Two State Maintenance).

e =0 e = 1
8 S

e =7 e =5 e =3 e =5
m m m m

Pe=O. 0.0702 0.0797 0.194 0.356

(0.0692) (0.0728) (0.176) (0.238)
Pe = 0.01 0.0947 0.108 0.198 0.364

(0.0948) (0.108) (0.197) (0.363)
Pe =0.1 0.688 0.781 0.559 1.027

(0.687) (0.780) (0.557) (1.023)

The CEPT maintenance algorithm with parameters a=j3=3 is used in

the first level of the European multiplex hierarchy (2.048 Mbps). The cal-

culated average framing times are shown in Table 6.12. The average search

time is calculated using both the assumed "random" syncword and the ac-

tual syncword; the latter is given in parentheses. The calculation results in-

dicate that the frame synchronization is not robust for noisy channels be-

cause the true maintenance time is quite short when there are channel errors.

Table 6.12 Calculated Average Maintenance & Search Times (2.048
Mbps, Maintenance Algorithm Recommended by CEPT).

TMT TMD TFT

Pe=O. 00 0.254 ms 0.632{0.620)ms
r, = 0.01 0.86 s 0.254 ms 0.724{0.711)ms
v, = 0.1 3.19 ms 0.254 ms 2.011{1.986)ms
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.2. Calculations of True and False Maintenance Time

Distributions

True and false maintenance time distributions for the four algorithms

tudied in Chapter 3 have been calculated. The calculated distributions are

ased on D3 format as well as the first level of European multiplex hierar-

hy. The distributions for other frame structures can be similarly calculated.

or true maintenance, the distribution is of the negative exponential form

nd over a very long time. The discrete probabilities occurring at intervals of

ne verification time are all very small. The distribution of the false main-

enance time caused by random data is also of negative exponential form as

hown in Tables 6.13 and 6.14.

Table 6.13 Calculated Distribution of TMD for D3.

TMD{ms) 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5

One 0.927 0.0677 0.00494 0.00036 0.000026

state

Two 0.927 0 0.063 0.0046 0.0046

states

Sliding 0.6875 0.094 0.063 0.047 0.035

window

Table 6.14 Calculated Distribution of TMD
for 2.048 Mbps, CEPT Algorithm

TMD (ms) 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25

Prob. 0.992 0.0078 0 0 0.00006
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.3. Calculations of Search Time Distributions

Search time distributions are calculated for several block and interleaved

raming systems with the aid of a computer, by using the equations

developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Three FORTRAN programs have

been written to calculate search time distributions for block sync, for inter

leaved sync and for systems in which the syncword is assumed to be ran

dom. Some calculation results are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.10. For real

systems with well designed syncword patterns, search time calculations using

the actual syncwords differ only slightly from these using a "random"

syncword when the channel error rate is less than 0.01. The difference in

the search time distribution for one state maintenance and for two state

maintenance is very small as long the maintenance error threshold em is less

than N/2. Accordingly, the distributions for one state maintenance are not

illustrated.

For D3 format, the search time distributions (shown in Figures 6.1, 6.3,

6.5 and 6.7) are calculated using actual syncword for two state maintenance

with different es and em and for sliding window maintenance with es = O.

The calculated search time distributions using a "random" syncword for the

same parameters are shown in Figures 6.2, 6.4 6.6 and 6.8. To illustrate the

effects of Pe, es' em' maintenance algorithm and the "random" syncword as

sumption, comparative distributions have been shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.7.
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The calculated search time distributions for SONET block framing is

hown in Figure 6.9 assuming two state maintenance with es=O and em=6

and using the actual syncword. When e
8
and em are altered, the shape of

he distributions is changed similarly to the distributions for D3 format .
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Figure 6.9 Calculated Distribution of TIT for SO�ET, Two
State Maintenance with es=O & cm=6.

For the first European multiplexing level, the search time distribution is

calculated based on the CEPT algorithm. The results are shown in Figure

6.10 and 6.11. Distributions for other multiplexing levels can be similarly cal-

culated.
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In order to illustrate the effect of the syncword pattern on the search

performance in both interleaved and block framing, two "bad" syncword pat

terns are assumed in the D3 format and the CEPT first level frame struc

ture. The selected patterns were 111111111111 and 101010101010 for the D3

format while 1111111 and 1010101 were selected for the first level CEPT sig

nal. The calculation results are illustrated in Figures 6.12 and 6.13 for D3

assuming two state maintenance with es=O and em=3 while in Figures 6.14

and 6.15 for CEPT algorithm. When syncword 111111111111 is used in the

interleaved format, the system can enter false maintenance at any rotated

syncword position and stays there. Returning to search occurs only when

there are several bits corrupted by channel errors. The probability of finding

true sync is nearly zero when the system encounters a rotated syncword

prior to the true syncword (x>F). When the syncword 101010101010 is used,

the system will enter false maintenance on every second rotated syncword

position thus the probability of finding true sync is nearly zero when x>2F.

When a "bad" syncword is used in block framing, the search performance

degrades but less seriously than in interleaved framing.
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6.4. Performance Measurement

A framing transmitter and a framing receiver were built in previous

work [231 and the performance of the framing circuit was measured . Tests

have been performed using the well known D3 telephony format [271 at the

DS-1 rate of 1.544 Mbps. To simulate random information bits between the

framing bits, a 15 stage pseudo-random (PN) sequence generator was used to

generate a periodic 32,767 bit random data sequence. A 16 bit shift register

was constructed to hold the syncword. At intervals of 193 bits, this

syncword generator inserted the sync bits into the random data stream.

Through the use of switches, the shift register could be loaded with any

syncword pattern up to 16 bits in length. To simulate the effects of random

transmission errors, bit errors in both the information and framing bits were

inserted at pseudo-random intervals. This error generator consisted of an 11

stage PN sequence shift register which was numerically compared in content

with a preset 11 bit number. If the numeric value in the shift register was

less than the preset number, an error was introduced in the transmitted

data. The error rate could then be controlled by changing the magnitude of

the preset number. Since the PN sequences were of different lengths, and

had no common factor, the total period of the data and error sequence was

the product of the two periods. The randomness of the 15 bit and 11 bit

PN sequence generators was checked by observing the spectral components of

the output sequence. Pseudo-randomness was indicated by a flat frequency

spectrum with lines separated by the reciprocal of the period of the PN se

quence and shaped by the spectrum of a pulse with single bit period dura

tion. Satisfactory spectral distributions were observed for both the 11 stage

and 15 stage PN generators.
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As was reported in previous work [27], a PET microcomputer was used

to initiate the search and maintenance process and to measure the frame

search and maintenance times. The microcomputer was programmed to take

a sufficiently large number of measurements, compute the means and

variances and to prepare a histogram of the search and maintenance time

distributions. In determining the search time distribution, 30,000 measure

ments were taken. The maintenance time distribution was determined from

10,000 measurements.

There were three programs to carry out the testing procedure in the

PET microcomputer. Two separate programs were written in 6502 assembly

language to obtain the measurement samples of TFT and TMT. The third

program written in BASIC was used to initiate and control individual tests

and to process the samples and determine the statistical characteristics. This

BASIC program used the assembly language programs as subroutines.

6.4.1. Measurement of Search Time Statistics

To make a measurement of the search time, the program first ensured

that sufficient time had elapsed so that the bit history memory was fully

loaded. Search mode was initiated at a random starting time and a timer

was used to measure the time interval until maintenance mode was entered.

A timer sample was taken when the framer entered maintenance mode.

Wherever the framer entered a "locked" position it might in fact be a false

maintenance lock. To ensure that the system had found the true syncword

location, a timer with a 15 J.lS waiting loop was used. During this waiting
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the program checked to determine if a return to the search mode oc

urred. If this happened, the temporary lock was considered to be false and

he program continued to watch for the true maintenance mode. This

rocess kept repeating until a "true" lock was verified by satisfying the 15

Ji-S wait mode and the timer value at the start of the wait mode was then

aken as the framing search time.

Also as was reported in previous work [27], execution speed of the com

puter was such that the resolution for measuring the search time was 30 JJ-S.

The start of search could occur at any 1 Ji-S interval while the framing

search time was measured with a resolution of 30 Ji-S. The data to be used

for graphic purposes was further quantified into 80 bins, each bin represent

ing 150 JJ-S, for a maximum scale time of 12 ms. For D3/PCM format,

where each multiframe time is 1.5 ms, this time interval represented 8 mas

terframes. Larger search times than 12 ms were placed in an 81st bin.

As previously stated, a random period of time (1 JJ-S resolution) elapsed

before another sample was attempted. The fact that the search process starts

from a uniformly distributed random position z , which ranges from (lv/ - 1)

to zero bits prior to the syncword was approximately verified by comparing

the total number of samples falling into the 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and

70th bins with those falling into the 1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, and 71st bins

and so on. When Equation (4.1) was considered, this comparison suggests

that the starting time distribution was reasonably uniform.
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Because the probability distribution of TFT is not continuous at the

multiframe intervals of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0 ms, it is necessary to ensure that a

30 Jts measurement interval does not straddle the discontinuity. This

problem was solved by adding wait loop in the program to ensure a 30 J.lS

measurement interval and alignment with 1.5 ms interval boundaries.

6.4.2. Measurement of Maintenance Time Statistics

The manner in which the maintenance time was measured IS described

below. Initially the program permitted the framer to lock-up in an error

free environment. Once lock-up had been achieved, errors were introduced

into the input stream and a timer was started which runs until loss of sync

is detected.

The maintenance time occurred m multiples of the 1.5 ms multiframe

time and it became very long when the bit error rate was less than 0.01.

For measuring these long times the internal hardware timer of the computer

was supplemented by an additional software counter so that a maximum

time of slightly over 1 hour could be measured.

6.5. Experimental Verification

The proposed framing algorithm with two maintenance states was

tested using the well known DS-1(D3) transmission format. The data gener

ator and the framer were adjusted to the following settings: bit rate =1.544

Mbps, frame length = 193 bits, syncword length = 12 bits and syncword

code = 1000110111100. Several tests were conducted at different simulated er

ror rates: Pe = 0.0, Pe = 0.01 and Pe = 0.1. Several search and maintenance
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error thresholds were tested in order to estimate the "optimum" error

tolerance for each. The framing algorithm with one maintenance state was

also tested to make a performance comparison.

The proceeding development of distributions and means of framing

times has been verified through extensive laboratory measurements of the

framing circuit, which IS discussed in the last section. The predicted search

time distribution and true maintenance time distributions for one and two

state maintenance algorithms are closely verified by experimental measure

ments.

Predicted means and standard deviations of the search time are com

pared with measured means and standard deviations for several cases in

Tables 6.15 and 6.16. Predicted search time distributions for the two state

maintenance algorithm for each of two cases are shown in Figures 6.16, and

6.17 in comparison with measured distributions.
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Table 6.15 Measured, (Predicted for "Random" Syncword) &

[Predicted for Actual Syncword] Means of Search
Time in ms.

Pe eB em One state Two state

Pe=O. 0 3 1.203 {1.205)[1.208] 1.205{1.241) [1.244]
Pe=O. 0 5 1.458 (1.439) [1.442] 1.881{1.874)[1.879]
Pe=O. 1 3 6.722{6.667)[6.695] 7.189{7.132)[7.163]

v, =0.01 0 3 1.521{1.514)[1.517] 1.586{1.559)[1.562]
», = 0.01 0 5 1.818{1.806)[1.812] 2.394{2.357)[2.361]
Pe = 0.01 1 3 6.814{6.749)[6.778] 7.274{7.221) [7.252]

Pe = 0.1 0 3 7.621{7.329)[7.342] 7.761{7.548)[7.561]
Pe =0.1 0 5 9.273{8.751)[8.768] 11.45{11.42) [11.43]
Pe = 0.1 1 3 14.03{13.57)[13.62] 14.62{14.52) [14.58]

Table 6.16 Measured & (Predicted for "Random" Syncword)
Standard Deviation of Search Time in ms.

r, es em One state Two state

Pe=O. 0 3 1.20{1.131) 1.32 (1.271)
Pe=O. 0 5 1.83{1.744) 3.69(3.262)
Pe=O. 1 3 5.31{5.024) 6.88{4.857)

r, = 0.01 0 3 1.49{1.525) 1.62(1.646)
P« =0.01 0 5 2.12(2.011) 3.83{3.886)
r, =0.01 1 3 5.44(5.139) 6.91{5.659)

Pe = 0.1 0 3 7.81(7.600) 7.76(7.548)
v; = 0.1 0 5 9.68{9.475) 11.45{11.42)
r, = 0.1 1 3 13.65{13.29) 14.37(14.40)
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The maintenance time (TMT) is very long m the usual environment where Pe

is less than 0.01. Determination of the sample probability distribution re-

quires many samples and thus a long test time is required. For this reason,

performance testing has been conducted only for the case of Pe = 0.1 and

em = 1, 2, 3 for both single and double maintenance state systems. Table

6.17 gives measured and predicted means and standard deviations of true

maintenance time as a function of error threshold when the error rate is 0.1.

The measured and predicted distribution of true maintenance time IS shown

in Table 6.18 for the case of two state maintenance with em = 2.

Table 6.11 Measured & (Predicted) Means and Standard
Deviations of True Maintenance Time.

em 1 2 3

one state 4.4 13.52 60.9

Mean (4.4) (13.5) (58.5)
(ms)

two state 13.2 133.1 2290.0

(12.9) (122.0) (2282.0)

one state 4.9 13.8 64.6

S.D. (4.4) (13.5) (58.5)
(ms)

two state 15.1 145.1 2340.0

(20.57) (148.24) (2398.4)

The experimental verification has been done only for the D3/PCM

framing circuit with one and two state maintenance since only this kind of

circuit was built. The experimental verification for other maintenance al-

gorithms and frame formats may be made by comparison with published
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Table 6.18 Measured & (Predicted) Distribution of TMT for D3,
One & Two State Maintenance with em = 2.

TMT{ms) 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5

Prob. 0.0262 0.0254 0.0242 0.0236 0.0233

one state (0.0256) (0.0250) (0.0243) (0.0237) (0.0231)

Prob. 0.00000 0.00067 0.00062 0.00065 0.00063

two state (0) (0.00066) (0.00064) (0.00064) (0.00064)

measurements. For example, the predicted average maximum reframe time for

the first multiplexing level in European countries agrees with published data

[10]. In addition, the predicted search time distribution and mean for a new

framer design, which supports D3, D4 and the Bell System Extended Frame

Format (ESF), have been verified by experimental measurements provided by

MITEL Semiconductor [see Chapter 8J.
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Chapter 7

Performance Optimisation and Comparison

7.1. The Performance Optimisation Criteria

In comparing different framing systems, three measurements are intro

duced to describe the performance of a framing system. Among these three

measurements, the search time and true maintenance time are the two main

performance measures while the false maintenance time is introduced for

analysis since it is a component of the search time. The search time and the

true maintenance time specify the performance from different points of view.

The search time represents the speed of the system on startup, while the

true maintenance time describes how well it operates after having started

and gives a measure of the reliability of the system. The shortest possible

search time and the longest possible true maintenance time are desired for

any framing system. For an error free channel, the true maintenance time is

certainly infinite and minimising search time leads to optimum framing sys

tem. For a channel with errors, there is a trade-off between these two per

formance measurements; altering the system parameters results in a gain here

and a loss there. The designer needs to find a balance. For a predetermined

channel error rate and framing overhead, N1M, the designer must seek a

compromise in the conflicting requirement of minimising search time and

maximising true maintenance time.
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A number of factors affect the performance of a framing system. These

are the framing overhead (N/ 1\.{) , the syncword length (N), the syncword

pattern, the maintenance algorithm and its error threshold (em)' the error

threshold in search (es) and the channel error rate (Pe). The channel bit

rate (R) and the channel error rate are always considered as predetermined.

The framing overhead is usually treated as predetermined since it is heavily

influenced by other design requirements. All other factors are design

parameters. When all factors are given, the statistical properties of the search

time and the true maintenance time can be conveniently determined by using

equations developed in previous chapters. Among these factors, only two,

the syncword pattern and the error search threshold, do not affect the main

tenance time. For a channel in which errors are present, other design

parameters tend to affect both times in the same manner, i.e. increase or

decrease both times. "Optimum" in this case means minimising the search

time subject to reasonable constraint on true maintenance time, or maximis

ing the true maintenance time with a reasonable constraint on search time.

In practice, frame synchronization failures may be caused by other

reasons, such as transmission disturbances due to lightning and microwave

switching. Framing failure caused by lightning may occur several times in a

summer season while framing failure due to microwave switching occurs

about once per year. Although the true maintenance time in the presence of

random errors can be increased to several centuries [8], very long times are

not meaningful because of framing loss due to transmission disturbances. A

true maintenance time of 10 years may be considered as sufficiently long for
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elephone networks. A practical approach to optimization of a framing sys ..

to first choose a maintenance algorithm and an error threshold which

requirement of system reliability, and then to mimmize the search

by choosing other design parameters. This practical approach will be in

estigated m this chapter.

It should be emphasised that framing times are random variables and

that optimizing must be conducted in a statistical sense. From statistical

point of view, we only can minimize the probability that the random vari..

able takes values less than a given value. In a limited sense, this minimising

may be equivalent to minimising the expected value of the random variable

with a minimised variance. Similar arguments can be made for the maximiz

mg. Optimisation of a framing system will be studied based on the mean

and the variance.

Fortunately, it has been proved in Chapter 4 and 5 that for search

time in both interleaved and block sync, the variance monotonically increases

with the mean. Minimizing the mean of the search time will simultaneously

minimise the variance of the search time. This fact provides a sound basis

for the practical optimization approach mentioned above. Unfortunately, it is

also true that the variance of true maintenance time monotonically increases

when its mean increases. This means that it is impossible to maximise the

mean of the true maintenance time without a large variance. System desig

ners normally consider only the mean and ignore the variance when the

maintenance performance is considered.
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.2. Maintenance Algorithm and Its Error Threshold

Given multiple state maintenance algorithms, the mean of true main-

enance time depends on the error threshold em' the channel error rate Pe

nd the length of the codeword for verification N as shown in Equation

The average true maintenance time increases if the number of main-

states increases or the maintenance error threshold increase. Increas-

ing the number of maintenance states significantly increases TMT while, as

indicated in Figure 7.1, there is little change on TMD and therefore TFT'

ultiple state maintenance algorithms, which are investigated in detail in

Chapter 3, can provide sufficiently long true maintenance time. For example,

the two state maintenance algorithm with em = 4 of 4 can provide an average

true maintenance time of 8.5 centuries for D3/PCM format with an error

rate of 1 percent. This two state maintenance algorithm has been chosen for

optimisation.

12
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Figure 7.1 False Maintenance Time vs em and M

((N=12, F=193, Pe=O.OI, 1544Kbps)
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Increasing error threshold em increases the average true maintenance

When the error threshold is too large, however, the false maintenance

ime will increase rapidly thus degrading the search time. Improvement of

he true maintenance time by increasing maintenance error threshold is there-

ore limited. Observation of Figure 7.1 indicates that the maintenance error

hreshold should be chosen to be less than N/2. As em is increased to this

a major improvement occurs in the true maintenance time with only a

Increase in false maintenance time. The optimum em is therefore be

N/4 and N/2 and slightly dependent on the number of maintenance

.3. Optimum Search Error Threshold and Syncword

Length

The search error threshold affects only the search time. The average

search time (TFT) changes with the design parameters very similarly to the

average reframe time (TRF)' This latter variable will be used to describe the

search performance in this chapter since it is familiar to engineers in in

dustry. The optimum search error threshold and the optimum syncword

length may be investigated by observing the average reframe time as a func

tion of esand N for determined error rate and given optimum maintenance

error threshold. This is shown in Figure 7.2. Optimum search error threshold

is observed to be zero for an error free channel. Longer codewords and in

creased e
s may be used for channel with extremely high error rates. The

optimum search error threshold is zero for low to moderate channel error

rates (Pe < 0.01).
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Figure 7.2 TRF as a Function of Syncword Length
& Search Error Threshold (Framing Overhead = 1/193,

r, = 0.01, em = N/3 and 1.544 Mbps)

For a predetermined framing overhead, channel error rate and main-

tenance algorithm, there is an optimum syncword length to minimize the

average reframe time. The optimum syncword length may be determined by

observing Figure 7.3. The optimum syncword length varies with framing

overhead as shown in Table 7.1.

7.4. Optimum Syncword Pattern

So far the optimization has been studied under the assumption of a

random syncword. This is a reasonably accurate approach for well designed

syncwords. When the syncword is well designed, the assumption is valid

and the evaluated performance is slightly better than actual one. The op-

timization of the syncword pattern is discussed in this section.
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Figure 7.3 Mean of TRF vs Syncword Length & Framing Overhead

(Pe=O.01, e8=0, em=N/3, 1.544 Mbps)
Table 7.1 Optimum Syncword Lengths vs Framing Overhead

Optimum
Syncword Length

10
12
13

14
16

Optimization of syncword pattern, or the design of frame markers, has

been discussed by other authors [28] [29]. The problem is studied here using

the performance equations developed in Chapter 5. The syncword pattern

affects the average search time for interleaved and block synchronization

through the terms
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N-I

L PARjTMRj
i= I

or

lV-I

L PASjTMSj
i= I

(7.1)

n Equations (5.13) and (5.26) respectively. An optimum syncword for inter-

eaved or block synchronization is consequently any syncword which min-

imises the above terms.

For the two state maintenance algorithm, some optimum interleaved

syncword patterns are given in Table 7.2. The optimum syncword patterns

were obtained using a search of reasonable patterns. The rotations of the

given patterns are also optimum for interleaved sync. The complements of

the given patterns are also optimum. For a given syncword length, the op-

timum block syncword pattern is frequently the same as the unrotated op-

timum interleaved syncword pattern.

"Optimum" syncwords have been suggested by other authors. For ex-

ample for N = 15 and using octal notation, the syncwords 73120 and 76326

were recommended as the best pattern In references [28] and

[29] respectively. We have found the pattern 73120 is slightly better than

76326 for both interleaved and block sync. For another example, with N = 7,

we find the PN sequence 1011000 slightly better than the CEPT recom-

mended sequence 0011011.

Generally, it IS difficult to utilise expressions in Equation (7.1) to

evaluate syncwords because of the dependence on average maintenance time.
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Table 7.2 Optimum Interleaved Syncword Pattern.

N Optimum Interleaved

Syncword Pattern

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

15

16

17
18
19

001011
1011000

10111000
101110000
1101110000
10110111000
110101100000
1110101100000
11100110100000

111011001010000
1110101110010000
11110011010100000
111100110101100000
1111100110010100000

The probability of maintaining false synchronization is quite small. Since the

average maintenance time is inversely proportional to one minus this prob-

ability for two state maintenance algorithm, the expressions in Equation (7.1)

may be expanded using the Binomial expansion. Neglecting the high orders

of small parts, we have a approximation of

or

(7.2)
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Similarly, the approximated expression of the average false maintenance time

or random data is obtained as

Similar expression can be written for other maintenance algorithms. Com

paring these three approximations and noticing that PMD, PMRj and PMSj
are much smaller than 1, a more practical method for evaluating syncwords

results in

PARj � PAD for 1 � j � (N - 1)

or

PASj � PAD for 1 s j(N -1). (7.4)

The preference rule (7.4) is most important and must be satisfied, otherwise

the system may not work. This condition, which has been previously In

dicated [71, is therefore used to judge a pattern is acceptable or not.

For example, the correct position of the interleaved syncword pattern

101010, which has Dj= 6, 0, 6, 0, 6, 0, is not recognisable and the system

can enter a false maintenance caused by a 2 or 4 bit rotated syncword and

stay there without return to search mode. Channel errors may cause the

system to return to search mode but the false maintenance time is very long.

When sub-optimum syncword patterns are used, the difference of search per-
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ormance between different syncwords may be quite small. A poorly designed

yncword pattern which is acceptable for block sync may not be acceptable

or interleaved sync and vice versa. There are relatively few bad syncwords

nd these can be avoided by observing the criterion in Equation (7.2). There

re many sub-optimum patterns which perform nearly as well as the op

imum syncword in both interleaved and block structures. The performance

difference between sub-optimum syncwords and optimum syncword IS very

small. For framing system design, there IS little benefit from further

research in optimizing the syncword pattern.

7.5. Optimum Design Examples

The Extended Superframe Format (ESF) and the CEPT first level of

multiplex format are used as examples of the previous optimization method.

In ESF, the framing overhead is 1/772 (the basic frame length of 772 bits)

and the bit rate is 1.544 Mbps. In the frame format of the first level mul

tiplexing in Europe, the framing overhead is 7/512 (7 framing bits in the

masterframe of 512 bits) and the bit rate is 2.048 Mbps. For this analysis, a

channel error rate of one percent is assumed for both cases.

7.5.1. Optimization for ESF

The extended framing format IS defined with F = 772, N = 6 and mas

terframe time = 3 ms. The framing overhead is 1/772 or 0.130%. When the

defined codeword (010011) is used and the two state maintenance with

parameters em = 2 and e
6
= 0 is chosen, the average calculated search time

plus loading time is 253.3 ms and the average true maintenance time is 90.7

days for an error rate of one percent. Clearly, the search performance is not
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atisfactory. The poor search performance IS caused by the short syncword,

hich results in a relatively high probability of entering false maintenance.

bviously from Table 7.1, the codeword length N = 6 is not optimum in the

raming overhead of 1/772. To improve the search performance, a longer

yncword is necessary.

For a predetermined framing overhead of 1/772 and error rate of 0.01,

able 7.1 indicates that the optimum syncword length is 16. From Table

i .2, the optimum syncword pattern is 1110101110010000. According to

esults developed in Section 7.2 and 7.3, the optimum search error threshold

8
is zero and the optimum maintenance error threshold should be selected

em = 4 to em = 8. If these optimum design parameters are used

average search time plus loading time will be 10.1 ms and the

verage true maintenance time will be several centuries. Obviously, both

earch and maintenance performance will be much improved if the 16 bit

syncword is used. Unfortunately, this is an ideal case and, since the ESF has

been defined already, the framer must follow the defined format. This

problem can be alleviated by observing two or more codewords during the

search process. Additional masterframes must be preloaded, which becomes a

component of the total search time. Table 7.3 illustrates the benefits of a

multiple codeword search in ESF [8]. The average search time (TIT) plus

the load time (TL) is indicated by TF in Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Expected Search Time III ESF (es = 0, P, = 0.01)

N em TL TRF TF
(ms) (ms) (ms)

6 2 2.5 538.0 288.0

12 4 5.5 8.04 10.3

18 5 8.5 3.66 10.6

24 7 11.5 3.82 13.8

If a two masterframe syncword (010011010011) is searched and verified

(N= 12 and Tv=6 ms) and the two state maintenance algorithm with

parameters em = 4 and es = 0 is used, the average search time plus loading

time is 10.3 ms and the average true maintenance time is several centuries.

This design is suggested by us for ESF framer.

7.5.2. Optimization for First Multiplex Level in Europe

For the first multiplexing level in Europe, the frame format IS defined

with M=512 and N=7. The framing overhead is 1.36%. When the CEPT

algorithm is used, the average search time plus loading time is 0.711 ms and

the average true maintenance time is 0.73 s for error rate of one percent.

The search performance is faster than both the D3 system (Chapter 6) and

the ESF system. It should be noted, however, that this superiority results

from approximately three times higher framing overhead than D3 and about

10 times higher overhead than ESF. Furthermore, the maintenance perfor-

mance of this algorithm is not very tolerant of channel errors.
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The maintenance performance may be improved by increasing main

tenance error threshold. If the CEPT algorithm is still used but em IS

modified from 0 to 2, the average search time plus loading time increases

slightly to 1.014ms and the average true maintenance time is increased

greatly to 184.7 years for error rate of one percent. Comparing with CEPT

frame alignment strategies, the system is more robust and nearly as fast in

frame search. Changing em = 0 to em = 1 has been suggested in another pub

lication [10J.

For the grven framing overhead of 7/512 and an error rate of one per

cent, Figure 7.3 and Table 7.2 indicate that the optimum syncword length is

12 and the pattern is 110101100000. Suggested values of es and em are 0

and 4. If a syncword composed of two original 7 bit syncwords is used, the

length is nearly optimum and it conforms to the format defined by CCITT.

Assuming a two state maintenance algorithm with em = 5 and es = 0, the

average search time plus loading time decreases 0.68 ms and the average

true maintenance time is several centuries for one percent random error rate.

The performances of three techniques mentioned above are compared in

Table 7.4. This technique improves both the search and maintenance perfor

mance and is recommended for framing receiver design at the first level

CEPT European digital rate.
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Table 7.4 Expected Framing Times at 2.048 Mbps and P, = 0.01.

N em TFT TMT

7 0 0.711 ms 0.73 sec.

7 2 1.014 ms 18.7 year

14 5 0.680 ms centuries

7.6. Performance Comparison between Block and

Interleaved Sync

Interleaved framing and block framing are two methods of inserting

framing bits into a frame structure. In this section, a comparison between

interleaved and block framing will be made from viewpoints of potential per-

formance in systems. Several block and interleaved framing structures have

been evaluated by using the equations which have been developed in the

thesis. From the calculation results, the performance comparison is made and

the effect of syncword patterns on the search time is observed.

To make the comparison reasonable, two framing methods are compared

using the same bit rate, the same framing overhead and the same syncword

length. The two state maintenance algorithm is assumed in all cases.

Parameters selected are syncword length of 7, 12 and 15 bits, framing over-

head of 1/193 and bit rate of 1544 Kbps. Different syncword patterns for the

same syncword length have been calculated. For 7 bit syncwords, Table 7.5

gives 5 patterns with corresponding Hamming Distances while Table 7.6 gives

the corresponding search times, TFT.
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Table 1.5 7 Bit Patterns and Corresponding Hamming Distances.

Patern
number

Syncword Dj Hj

1 Random
2 1011000 4,4,4,4,4,4 3,3,2,2,1,1
3 0110001 4,4,4,4,4,4 3,4,3,1,0,1
4 0011011 4,6,2,2,6,4 3,4,1,1,2,1
5 1111111 0,0,0.0,0,0 0,0,0,0,0,0

Table 1.6 Average Search Time for Block and Interleaved Sync
with 7 Bit Syncword with e

8
= ° and em = 2.

Pattern P, =0.0 P, = 0.01

number Int. Block Int. Block

1 8.15 8.15 9.34 9.34

2 8.08 8.12 9.26 9.30

3 8.08 8.10 9.26 9.30

4 8.12 8.08 9.34 9.26

5 00 13.5 centuries 11.1

In the first row of Table 7.6, the syncword matching is assumed to be

random when any position other than the exact position is being tested.

This is the assumption made in Chapter 4. In the second row the syncword

is a 7 bit pseudo-random sequence which has a Hamming distance of 4 when

rotated from the position of exact match. Since these rotated position have a

very low probability of matching the syncword (four channel errors are

required), the number of false maintenance positions is effectively reduced

and the search time is therefore reduced comparing the random syncword.
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In row 3, a one bit rotation of the same 7 bits is used. In this case,

he Hamming distance function Dj and then the average search time is the

arne as in row 2. when this syncword pattern is used for block sync, the

Hamming distance function Hj is different from one in row 3 and the

average search time is slightly changed. In row 4, the block syncword used

in the CEPT 2.048 Mbps first level PCM multiplex systems is evaluated

This syncword gives the shortest average search time in Table 7.6. Row 5 il

lustrate the performance of a syncword which has a reasonably bad pattern.

This pattern performs extremely poorly for interleaved sync while quite

poorly for block sync.

Similar performance calculations have been made for 12 bit and 15 bit

syncwords and similar, but less significant, differences were observed.

The following conclusions are obtained by the evaluations:

1. For the system with identical framing overhead (and not too

high), only a very small search time difference exists between

block and interleaved frame structure if the syncword is well

designed.

2. The average search time for block framing is slightly shorter than

for interleaved framing if an optimum syncword pattern is used in

each case.

3. If the syncword pattern IS well designed, the random syncword as-
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sumption may be used for reasonably accurate performance estima

tions in both interleaved and block synchronization.

4. Some syncword patterns may produce very poor search perfor

mance.

5. A syncword which is acceptable for block format may not be ac

ceptable for interleaved format.

6. A syncword which is optimum for block framing will be nearly

optimum for interleaved framing and vice versa.

7. In several cases, the optimum block syncword 1S the same as the

optimum interleaved syncword.

8. Interleaved syncword bits may be rotated without any performance

effect. Block syncwords cannot be similarly rotated.
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Chapter 8

Application Example

The PCM framing method proposed in this work has been adapted by

Mitel Semiconductor for implementation on a single VLSI circuit which IS

now in production. This circuit is identified by the part number MT8976. A

paper on the circuit design has been published in the 1987 Canadian con

ference on VLSI [22J. The discussion of this circuit shows how to adapt the

proposed framing method for a specific requirement and how to modify the

performance evaluation equations.

The VLSI circuit is designed to support both D3/D4 on the Bell Sys

tem Extended Frame Formatting (ESF). An alternate bit search method has

been implemented which reduces the speed requirement as well as the

memory required to store the total interleaved frame structure. This reduces

the silicon chip area and hence the cost. This alternate bit search method

complicates the search algorithm and degrades the performance but results in

a lower cost circuit which still meets the industry requirement. To evaluate

the search performance of this alternate bit search method, the equations

which have been developed previously must be modified. The performance of

the VLSI framer circuit has been predicted by using the modified equations.
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he predicted performance has been closely verified by performance tests

one by Mr. Simon Skierszkan of Mitel Semiconductor.

8.1. The Alternate Bit Search Method

In the normal search algorithm, all incoming bits are searched for the

syncword pattern when serial transmission is first received. The speed of the

framer circuit is then the channel bit rate and the required memory capacity

is one multiframe (M bit) in this case.

The Extended Superframe Format (ESF) is defined with F = 772, N = 6

and the masterframe time is 3 ms. From Table (7.1) in the last chapter, the

optimum codeword length is about 16 for F= 772. As discussed in Section

7.5.1, good performance can be obtained by observing two or more codewords

during the search process. If a two syncword pattern match is used, a

memory for two masterframes will be required.

Using the normal search algorithm, all incoming bits are searched and

a memory of 9264 (772 x 12) bits operating at 1.544 Mbps is required. The

memory requirement is reduced to 4632 bits if only the alternate incoming

bits are searched for the syncword pattern. This alternate bit search method

also reduces the speed requirement to 0.772 Mbps. It should be noted that

this method requires an even number for the framing bit interval.

In the ESF, some of the bits assigned to framing have been allocated

to CRC (Cycle Redundancy Check) and others to a data link. The 2 Kbps
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CRC-6 code has the ability to detect most errors that occur on the DS-1

signal and can be used for applications such as such as false framing detec

tion (mimic detection), protection switching and end-to-end performance

monitoring. Performance equations were developed assuming that the CRG

check is always satisfied. The flow chart of the circuit operation is shown in

Figure 8.1. When the framing process starts, the receiver must load its

memory with sufficient history to contain the entire syncword to be searched.

This loading time was designed to be 2 masterframes (6 ms). After loading,

the 12 bit pattern 001011001011 is searched with a matching error threshold

ea = o. If a match is found, the system enters maintenance mode and sets

M1 = 1. The 12 bit pattern is first verified with error threshold em = 3 after

a 6 ms delay. If the verification fails, the system returns to search mode

following a 3 m s delay. If the verification is passed, the true synchronization

is declared by setting M2 = 1. After synchronization is declared, there are

two options for continued verification: a) 12 bit pattern check with em=3 or

b) 4 bit sliding window check with em=!. This latter algorithm is also

known as 2-in-4 sliding window maintenance where 2 errors cause a return

to search mode. The 4 bit verification occurs every 0.5 ms. Once the main

tenance check fails, the system reloads the shift register and return to search

mode.

In search mode, the search process continues to search each alternate

bit until all 2316 positions have been checked. When the system enters false

maintenance it returns to search mode in the next bit position and thus con

tinues searching until all 2316 positions have been checked. When all the
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Figure 8.1 Flow Chart of Circuit Operation.

"even" bits have been checked, the shift resister is loaded with "odd" bits

and the search process continues until the 2316 "odd" positions have been

checked. If the true syncword position still has not been found (due to chan-

nel errors) the system then reloads and again checks the "even" positions.
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Since memory reloading delay and other delays relating to circuit im

lementation have been introduced, definitions of performance measurements

modified. Redefined performance measures are 1) Search time

the time to find and declare the true syncword time position looking

t startup as a starting point. Under this definition, the search time includes

initial load time and the last verification time. 2) True lock time (TLT):
time to failure once a true sync position has been declared. This has

een defined previously. 3) False maintenance time (TML): This time is

easured from the incorrect acceptance of a false syncword through the

ailed verification or failed maintenance check of this syncword and through

any required memory reloading and finally to the search process.

8.2. Maintenance Performance

According to the definition of the true lock time, its distribution can be

calculated by using Equation (3.22). The average true lock time can be cal

culated from Equation (3.37). For Pe=O.OOOOl, the average true lock time is

19.3 days.

To determine the distribution of false maintenance time, a modified

flow graph is shown in Figure 8.2. In the modified flow graph, two main

tenance states are indicated by M1 and M2 and the search state is

represented by S. The starting state is defined by M1 and the absorbing

state is S. The operator z represents one verification time (O.5ms) delay.

The probability of passing the first verification is PMD associated with a 6

ms delay, represented by PMDz12. The system detects false syncword with
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robability (1 - PMD) and returns to the search mode following a 3 ms

delay, which is represented by (1- PMD}z18. Once state M2 is entered, the

probability that the system stays in M2 for m periods of 0.5 ms is P(m),

which is given by substituting p = 0.5 in Equation (3.22).

Delay
m

P(m}

Start

2

Z12

Figure 8.2 Modified Flow Graph for False Maintenance.

From the modified flow graph, the distribution of false maintenance

time is developed as

Pr.[TML = 9 (ms)] = 1 - PMD

Pr.[TML = 12 + 0.5m (ms)] = PMDP(m}, (8.1)
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In Equation (8.1), P(m) IS given by substituting p=0.5 in Equation (3.22)

and PMD is 0.927, which is calculated by letting em = 3 and N= 12 in Equa-

tion (2.4). The calculated false maintenance time distribution is shown in

Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 False Maintenance Time Distribution.

TMD
(ms) 9 13 13.512.5

Pro 0.00644 0.004560.927 0.0502

From the flow graph of false maintenance process shown in Figure 8.3,

the transition function from M2 to S is z12P(z) (z12 is due to 6ms loading

time) and then the transition function from M1 to S is

(8.2)

where P(z) IS the generating function of P(m).

By differentiating P{z) and evaluating it at z=l, the mean of false

maintenance time is calculated as follows
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Start

Figure 8.3 Flow Graph for False Maintenance.

P'ML(Z) = 18(1-PMD)z17 + PMD[Z24p'(Z) + 24z23p(z)]

TML = TV[18(1- PMD) + PMD(m+ 24)] (8.3)

Noting that m=2.053 from (3.39), Tv=O.5 ms and PMD=O.927, it results in

TML = 12.725 ms.
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.3. Search Performance

Since both the redefined search time and false maintenance time include

oad times, previous performance equations must be modified. The following

ssumptions are used for modelling the search process:

1. The true syncword is contained in the even bit sequence. The

probability of first searching the alternate bits containing the true

syncword is equal to the probability of searching the alternate bits

not containing the syncword at the startup time.

2. There are A positions to be searched during a entire even (or

odd) bit sequence. In the case under consideration, A = 2316. The

time to search all A alternate bits is equivalent to C periods of

TV. In this case, C equals 6.

3. The starting point of the search process is uniformly distributed

from 0 to A - 1. The data bits are random and the framing bits

are considered "random".

4. In each of the A positions, false maintenance states may be en

tered. The false maintenance time, including reload time, IS

represented as TML = mTV where TV is 0.5 ms III this case and m

is a random variable with distribution PML(m) give by (8.1).

5. The load time TL is equivalent to B periods of Tv, i.e. TL = BTv.

In the case under consideration, B = 12.
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Since the load time (6 m s), the reload time (3 m s) and the time to

search all 2316 alternate bit positions (3 ms) are integer multiple of the

verification time (0.5 ms), the redefined search time can be represented as

(8.4)

where z e= O, 1,2, ... (A-I) and n=B, B+I, B+2,

x=O and n=B in Equation (8.4), the minimum Ts is 6 ms + 2Tb•

By letting

The search process will be analysed for error free case and the case

with channel errors respectively.

8.3.1. For Error Free case

When the even bit sequence IS first loaded and searched, the search

process starts from random position z and may enter false maintenance

states at x positions until the true sync position is reached. The search

process will certainly end at the first true sync position in error free case.

The search process is illustrated in Figure 8.4 and definitions and notations

used in this chapter are the same as the ones used in Chapter 4.

From equations developed in Chapter 4, when the alternate bit se

quence is first searched, since the sequence contains the syncword, the con

ditional even search probability of n given x in Equation (8.4) is

Peven(n/x)=PR[(n-B}/x] for n=B, B+l, B+2, ... , (8.5)
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---- .. TL·

True
Yaint.

x X-I o

Figure 8.4 Illustration of Search Process First with Even Sequence.

here PR(n/x) IS given by Equation (4.4).

When the alternate bit sequence not containing the syncword is first

loaded and searched from random starting position z , the true sync position

will not be found in the A positions. False maintenance states may be en-

tered during the search of the A positions. Once A positions have been

searched, the even bit sequence is loaded and starts to be searched from

position x. The subsequent event is described above. The search process is

then illustrated in Figure 8.5.

The redefined search time is still represented by Equation (8.4) but the

range of n is changed to n = B + C,B + C + 1, B + C + 2, .... Searching the
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o x X-I o

Figure 8.5 Illustration of Search Process First with Odd Sequence.

dd bit sequence IS considered as the first subprocess while searching the

sequence IS considered as the second subprocess. The probability of

given x in whole search process IS the convolution of probability distribu

In these two subprocesses since they are independent. The probability

given x In the first and the second subprocess is easily obtained from

Chapter 4, so, when the alternate bit sequence not containing the

is first searched, the probability of n given x in whole search

rocess is

Podd(n/x) = PR[(n - 2B - C)/(A -1)] ® PR[(n - 2B - C)/x]. (8.6)
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Since it is assumed that the probability of first searching the alternate

its containing the true syncword is equal to the probability of searching the

lternate bits not containing the syncword at the startup time, the con-

itional probability function of n given x in Equation (8.4) for error free

ase is

Ps(n/x) = 0.5Peven(n/x) + 0.5Podd(n/x). (8.7)

Because x is a discrete random variable uniformly distributed from 0 to

A-I, the joint probability function of n and x in Equation (8.4), namely

the search time distribution for error free case, is finally obtained by

1

PS(n,x) = APs(n/x). (8.8)

8.3.2. The Case with Channel Errors

In the case with channel errors, the true sync position may be rejected

and the search process may continue to reload and search. Because of "one

bit slip" introduced in search mode, the alternate bit sequence not containing

the syncword will continue to be searched if the alternate bit sequence con-

taining the syncword was searched and the true sync position was rejected in

the searching. By using the same approach as one used in Section 4.3, the

conditional probability function and the joint probability function IS

developed as

and
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1
Ps(n, x) = A

Ps(n / x ) , (8.10)

By using equations developed in this section, the predicted distribution

of search time in this framer design for error rate of one percent is shown in

Figure 8.6. This distribution has been measured on the VLSI circuit by Mr.

S.J.Skierszkan, an engineer with Mitel Semiconductor, and the measured dis-

tribution is shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. Comparing the predicted distribu-

tion with measured one, the search performance equations and then the ap-

proach developed in Chapter 4 are closely verified.
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Figure 8.7 Measured Search Time Distribution In EFF Framer .

and

. 3.3. Average Search Time

The average search time and the maximum average search time (both

ncluding the loading time) are developed and the results are

(8.11)

TRr=[1.5(A-l)PADTMD+1.5(B+C)T1
I-PAT _

+
P [1.5(A-l)PADTMD+1.5(B+C)Tvl·
AT

(8.14)
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In the case mentioned here, A = 2316, B = 12, C = 6, TML = 12.725 m$

nd Tb = 2/1544 ms, The predicted average search time for several error

rates is shown in Table 8.2. The measured average search time for error

rate of one percent is 23.5 ms, which is very close to the predicted one

(23.99 ms).

Table 8.2 Predicted Average Search Time In Proposed EFF Framer.

0.0 0.00001 0.0001 0.001 0.01

23.25

27.37

23.25

27.37

23.26

27.40

23.51

27.63

23.99

30.11
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis work has investigated framing methods in serial synchroniza

tion and all the objectives listed in Chapter 1 have been completed.

Three performance measures have been defined : search time, true

maintenance time and false maintenance time. The distribution, mean and

variance of the true and false maintenance times have been developed for

several algorithms. The false maintenance time distribution is a necessary

condition to calculate the search time distribution.

A Markov chain model was used to describe the search process and the

model is represented by a flow graph, in which, a uniformly distributed ran

dom variable z is used to represent the starting bit position of the search

process. A modified flow graph technique has been developed to characterize

the generalized maintenance process. The modified flow graph uses a "white

box" to represent the maintenance process and this simplifies the analysis of

the search performance.

The most important part of the thesis work was the development of
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he search time distribution. Based on the modified flow graph, this distribu

ion has been developed in closed form for interleaved framing, for block

raming and for a "random" syncword. The relationship between maintenance

ime and search time has been determined. The distribution of search time

an be easily computed for a known frame structure, channel error rate, and

maintenance algorithm for which the false maintenance time distribution

determined. The search time distribution is essential to determine the

probability of a system where failure occurs if the synchronization

elay exceeds a certain value. This distribution is not in published works.

he mean and variance of search time have also been developed in closed

The developed equations provide a basis for the system optimization.

Performance calculations indicate that using the simplified "random"

syncword, calculation of search time distribution, mean and variance are

quite accurate for real framing systems in which a well designed syncword is

used.

The predicted distributions and means of search time and maintenance

time have been verified by experimental measurements on a laboratory

model.

Several block and interleaved framing systems were evaluated by pro

gramming a computer with the equations which have been developed. Graphs

of search time distribution illustrate the effects of channel error rates,

syncword pattern and other system parameters. Optimization of a framing
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ystem has been investigated usmg average search and maintenance times as

riteria. The following conclusions have been obtained:

(1) When a well designed syncword is used in either a block or inter-

eaved frame structure, the performance of two systems is nearly the same

iven the same framing overhead. The choice depends on other considera-

(2) There exists a optimum syncword length, which can be determined

sing Table (7.1) for a given framing overhead.

(3) There are many sub-optimal syncword patterns which perform

nearly as well as the optimum syncword pattern in both interleaved and

block framing. The performance difference between sub-optimal syncwords

and the optimum syncword is very small.

(4) For reasonable channel error rates (less than 1%), the optimum

search error threshold e
s
is O.

(5) In a multiple state maintenance algorithm, the optimum error

N N
between "'4 and

2·
threshold em 1S

(6) A maintenance algorithm with more than one state and usmg

proper error threshold, can improve the true maintenance time without sig-

nificantly altering the search time. A two state maintenance algorithm can

provide sufficiently long true maintenance time for telephone networks.
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Applying the results of the thesis work to the Extended Superframe

Format, a framing method using two state maintenance with N= 12, es =0

and em = 3 has been developed. The proposed framing method has been

adapted by Mitel Semiconductor and a VLSI circuit is now in production.

Also based on this work, a framing method using two state maintenance

with N = 14 e = 0 and e = 5 has been developed for the first multiplex, s m

level in Europe. This proposed framing method would improve both search

and maintenance performance.

This thesis work has developed an approach to serial synchronization

which may be useful not only for TDM framing but also for spread spectrum

communication systems [30]. From a mathematical point of view, the solutio�
to the cyclical connection of several Markov processes is useful for any serial

cyclic search process where detours may be entered and the end point may

be missed.
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Appendix A

Independence of Tests in the Search Mode

When random data are searched for the syncword pattern, the tran

sition probability PAD which is given in Equation (2.3) may be used when

all bits are independent. This will occur when the system starts up or just

returns from maintenance. Unfortunately, the probability of accepting a ran

dom data sequence as syncword pattern is path-variant. The test at a bit

position depends on tests at previous bit positions. The path-invariant tran

sition probability PAD can not be used for all tests in search. The depen

dence of search testing makes the analysis of framing process very compli

cated. This Appendix will study the validity of assuming path independence

in the search testing.

A.O.l. The search for a fixed pattern in random data

Let us consider the search for a N-bit specified pattern in a semi

infinite random sequence which has not been punctuated by any periodic in-

sertions. Gilbert's results [25J may be used to numerically calculate the

probability of not seeing the pattern between two successive insertions.

Nielsen's work 125J indicated that the expected duration of a search depends

on the pattern structure in a very simple manner and he depended a closed

form expression for this expected duration. For convenience, all notations and

definitions are the same as in Nielsen's work [25J.
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The semi-infinite binary random sequence (a random data stream) is

epresented by

(A.I)

where each digit di 1S selected independently and equally likely to be 0 and

1. It is occasionally assumed for convenience that d is preceded by an initial

digits do' A finite data string is written

d[ i, j) = [ di, di + l' . . . ,di-I]
for any i � 0, where of course j � i + 1. Furthermore, let

(A.2)

p= [Pl,P2' ... ,PN]

be a fixed syncword pattern.

(A.3)

Since the statistics of the first occurrence of the syncword pattern in

the data stream 1S concerned, the random variable z is defined such that

x = t if and only if

d[i,i+N)=p

d[J", j + N) 1= p for 1::; j < i . (A.4)

By the definition, x is just the number of the positions examined before the

syncword pattern is found and the probability distribution of x indicates the

probability of accepting the x-th test with no matching error.

Nielsen's work shows that for any N-bit pattern p (1 ::; N < 00), the

expected value of x satisfies [Corollary, 2]

2N - N + 1 ::; E( x ) ::; 2N+ 1
- N - 1 (A.5)
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ith equality on the left if and only if P IS "bifix-free" and equality on the

if and only if p consists of N repetitions of the same digit. If a con

I
transition probability N is assumed to be suitable to the search tests

2

t all bit positions, i.e., the search testing is independent, the expected value

of x will be 2N [Lemma 1, 2]. Note that the ratio of the upper bound to the

lower bound and the ratio of either to 2N approaches 1 with increasing N.

This means that the assumption of independent search testing is reasonable

in the average sense for large values of N. The error introduced by the as-

sumption decreases with increasing N. Since the length of the syncword used

in this thesis is 6 or larger, the assumption of independent search testing

may be reasonable. To investigate the problem in more detail, the probabil-

ity distribution of x is to be developed.

Accepting the z-th test occurs if and only if the z-th test has no

matching error after all previous tests fail. Designating the event

{�. d[ z , x + N) = p} by Ax' the probability of accepting the z-th test is

(A.6)

Equation (A.6) may represented as
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Pr . [ A x Ao Al A
x - d

PAD(x)=-------- (A.7)

By simple set operations, Equation (A.7) becomes

1 - Pr. [ A x
+ Ao + Al + . . . + Ax-I ]

PAD(x)= (A.8)
1 - Pr. [Ao + Al + . . . + Ax-I]

The probability in the numerator of Equation (A.8) can be represented

as

The probability PAD( z }, grven m Equations (A.S) and (A.9), depends

on the syncword length and the pattern structure. The probability wil1 be

developed assuming that the syncword IS a "bifix-free" pattern. A sequence

(1 :::; m < N) bifix ofdefined be aIS

= a, i.e., a IS both the m-digit prefix and m-digit suffix of p. If

[PI' P2' ... .r, 1 is not a bifix of p for all 1:::; i < N, the pattern p IS

called as bifix-free pattern. Since the presence of bifices in the pattern tends

to delay its occurrence in random data [25], the bifix-free structure is the

"worst" pattern structure for the assumption of independent search testing.

In addition, since there are many elements in the set of bifix-free patterns
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and the search for syncword pattern with outstanding correlation characteris-

tics may frequently be restricted to encompass only elements of this set [26],

the study for bifix-free patterns is proper for this analysis.

For a bifix-free pattern p, the probability Pr.[Ao + Al + ... + Ax _ 11

IS developed m a sample space which has 2N+x-1 elements. Events

Ao' AI' A2, .•. ,Ax are subsets of the sample space and each of them has

,Ax-I are mutually exclusive when

o � x < N. The calculation is easy m this case. Anyone of these events

may be inclusive of another event for N � x < 2N and may be inclusive of a

union of other two events for 2N � x < 3N and so on. The probability

Pr.[AO + Al + ... + Ax -11 can be generally represented as

x-I

Pr.[A1+A2+ ... +Ax-l1=L Pr.[Ai1- Pr (A.A.).

Z}

i=O O:S i < j < x-I

(A.IO)

This probability can be calculated for different ranges of z as
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(0 � x < N)

(N� z < 2N)

(MN � z < (!M+1)N)

(A.U)

Similarly, probabilities Pr.[Axl and Pr.[Az{AI + .. + Ax -1)1 are

x-N

x2x-I_L m2x-N+I
m=I

M

i x2x-I - L (_1)1+1L m2x-N+I
1=1 m=I

, ------------------------

2N+x-I

eveloped in a sample space which has 2N+x elements as

nd

(A.12)
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(0 � z < N)

x-N+l

x2x - L m2x-N
m=1

(N s z < 2N)Pr.[A +A2+ ... +Ax-l]=�
, 2N+x

M x-IN+l

IX2X- L(-l)/+l L
� 1=1 m=l
< (MN � X < (M+1)N)

(A.13)

Using Equations (A.8), (A.9), (A.U), (A.12) and (A.13), the probability

accepting the z-th search test with no matching error (e 8
= 0) are cal-

ulated for a given length of bifix-free syncword pattern. As an example, the

robabilities are calculated for N = 7 and N= 12, which correspond to the

rame format in the first level of multiplexing in Europe and Northern

merican respectively. The calculations are shown in Table 1 .

. 0.2. The search for a syncword pattern in random data

punctuated by framing bit insertions

The received signal in a syncword recognizer IS random data stream

unctuated by a periodic insertion of framing bits. For interleaved framing,

raming bits are interleaved one bit at a time throughout the random infor-

ation bits and the shift register of the receiver has N taps at F bit inter-
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Table A.l Calculations of PAD( x) for bifix-free pattern
with N= 7 and N= 12.

x n=7 N=12

0 0.0078125 0.0002441406

1 0.0078740 0.0002442002

2 0.0079365 0.0002442599

6 0.0081967 0.0002444988

7 0.0081999 0.0002445586

14 0.0082093

21 0.0082101 0.0002447991

22 0.0082103 0.0002447993

23 0.0082105 0.0002447995

100 0.0080141 0.0002448001

200 0.0077937 0.0002448000

500 0.0076834 0.0002448000

vals. In this case, as shown in Figure 1 with F= 10, N = 3 and p= [1,0, oJ,

the first F tests are associated with independent random bits and then the

probability of accepting the random data bits equals to PAD( 0) for all these

F tests. Similarly, the probability of accepting the random data bits (it does

not change the nature of the problem to assume that the rotated syncword

bits behave like random bits) in the second F tests is identically equal to

PAD( 1) and so on. Until the true syncword position is reached, there are at

most NF bit positions to be tested and the probabilities of accepting the test

are PAD( 0), PAD( 1), PAD( 2), "', PAD( N - 1). At the true syncword
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Figure A.I Illustration of Search Testing in Interleaved Framing.

position, the true syncword most probably is accepted for low channel error

rate and the search process ends. Even the true syncword position is missed,

it is most probably accepted after search other NF bit positions associated

with transition probabilities PAD( N), PAD( N+1), pAD( N+2),

PAD( 2N - 1 ). For reasons given, we need to be concerned with the change

of PAD( x) only for the range of x < N (or perhaps x < 2N) when the

dependence of search testing in interleaved based on PAD( x ).

For block framing, Framing bits are inserted as a N bit block and the

shift register of receiver has N taps with one bit intervals. As shown in
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igure 2 with M=30, N=3 and p=[1,O,Oj, all search tests are associated

ith random information bits which are not independent before the true

syncword bits appear at taps of the register. If we study the validity of the

assumption of independent search testing based on PAD( z ), the range of z

should be considered as z < M,

From the calculation of PAD( x ), the shape of the probability PAD( x )

IS illustrated in Figure 3. Since the concerned range of x is different for in-

terleaved and block framing, the maximum difference between PAD( x) and

PAD( 0) for both cases is different as indicated by A I and AB in Figure 3
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r

N-I

Figure A.S Illustration of Probability PAD{x) vs x

espectively. The relative error of transition probability, which is introduced

.

N-l

Y the assumption of independent search testing, IS for interleaved
2N - N+ 1

rammg. For example of N = 12, this relative error is 0.3693%. For block

rammg, this relative error may be determined by calculating PAD( x) for a

given value of N. For example of N= 7 and M= 512, this error is 7.6%. It

has been proved that the relative error of transition probability introduced

by the assumption of independent search testing is less then 10% for both

interleaved and block framing when N � 6. This means that the assumption

is reasonable for analysis of most framing systems.
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Appendix B

The Development Associated with

the Mean and Variance of Search Time

In Chapter 4 and 5, the mean and variance of search time have been

eveloped. The development is based on the expectations of the conditional

robability density function P[(nl,n2)/xj. These conditional expectations are

a1culated by evaluating the first and the second partial derivatives of the

conditional generating function P[(zl' z2)/xj, which is given by (4.14). The

calculation is shown in this Appendix.

P2, PU' P22 and P12 respectively, the conditional expectations are

represented as

E(nl/x) = PI'

E(n2/x) = P2,

(B.!)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(BA)

and
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(B.5)

(2) Differentiating (4.14) yields

nd

(B.lO)
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Lz ' Gllx' Ql' Q2' Qll' Q22 and Q12 respectively. Noticing that the evalua-

t on of every generating function at zl = z2 = 1 equals to 1, the evaluations of

( .6) to (B.I0) at zl = z2 = 1 are developed as

P22 = Q22

(B.ll)

(B.12)

(B.13)

(B.14)

nd

(B.15)

(3) Differentiating Q(zl,z2) given by (4.21) yields

(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)

(B.19)
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a a2
esignating the evaluation of a-p[zt!(M-l)] and -2P[zl/(M-l)] at zl=l

zl aZl

y G 1M and GUM' the evaluation of (B.16) to (B.20) are obtained as

and

(B.21)

(B.22)

(B.23)

(B.24)

(B.25)
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ubstituting (B.21) to (B.25) into (B.ll) to (B.15) and then into (B.I) to

B.5) results in

(B.26)

(B.27)

(B.28)

(B.29)

and

(B.30)

The conditional expectations can be calculated by using (B.26) to (B.30) as

long as the quantities G1x' G1M, Gux and GUM has been developed. The

development so far is suitable to interleaved framing, block framing and the

assumed "random" syncword. Since P(zl/x) and P[zl/(M-I)] is different in

these three cases, the quantities G1x' G IM� GHx and GUM should be

developed for each specific case.
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(4) For the case of a "random" syncword assumed, P( zdx) 1S equal to

R(Zl/X) given by (4.17). Differentiating (4.17) yields

nd

Note that at i1 = 1

/} _

-P(z )=m/}z 1
1

and

(B.31)

(B.32)

where m and Var(m) is the mean and the variance of the normalized false

maintenance time caused by random data. Evaluating (B.31) and (B.32)

results in

and

Letting x=M-1 in (B.33) and (B.34), we have

and

(B.33)

(B.34)

(B.35)
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(B.36)

ubstituting (B.33) to (B.36) in (B.26) to (B.30) results in

(B.37)

(B.38)

(B.39)

(B.40)

nd

Substituting (B.37) to (B.41) in (4.11), (4.12) and (4.32) to (4.36), equations

(4.22), (4.23) and (4.37) to (4.43) are easily obtained.

(5) For the case of interleaved framing, P(zi/x) is equal to P/(zi/ x)

given by (5.9). Designating three factors in (5.9) by HI' H2 and H3, equa

tion (5.9) becomes
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(B.42)

here

HI = PR[zl/(x-1F)],

H2 = {PR[ZI/(F-1)]}I,

nd

I

Hs
= II [1 - PARj+ PARjPR/Zl)]
j=l

z
1= Int(-).F

ifferentiating (B.42) yields

a a a
P[(ZI/X) = H2Hs-aHI + H1Hs-aH2 + H1H2-aHs·zl zl zl

From the result given by (4.13), we have

(B.43)

(B.44)

and

(B.4S)

The evaluation of (B.44) and (B.4S) at zl=1 are

n, = (x -IF)PADm (B.46)

and

H' 2 = I (F - 1)PADm. (B.47)

The third factor Hs is a successive product and the evaluation of its first

derivative at zl=1 is
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I

H' 3 =L PARjmRj
j=1

(B.48)

- a
here mR}' is the evaluation of -aPR ,(zl) at zl=1 and equals to the mean of

zl }

he normalized false maintenance time caused by j bit rotated syncword.

Substituting (B.46), (B.47) and (B.48) in evaluating (B.43) at zl=1 yields

I

G1x = {x -1)PADm+L PAR}mRj" (B.49)
j=1

Letting x =M-1 in (B.49) and noticing that 1=N-1 for x=M-1, G1M is ob-

tained as

N-l

G1M= (M- N)PADm+ L PARjmRj"
j=1

(B.50)

Substituting (B.49) and (B.50) m (B.26) results in

I

E(n1/x) = (x-l)PADm+L PARjmRj+
j=1

(B.51)

Based on (4.11) and (4.12), E(n1) and E(n2) are developed from

E(n1/x) and E(n2/x) as follows. Substituting (B.51) into (4.11) yields

(B.52)

where

u-i

1", _

U1 = ML- (x-l)PADm,
X=O
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and

M-1 I

U2=�L LPARjmRj
x=O j=1

Since I equals to 0, 1, 2, . .. or (N-l) for a given subframe, the sum-

mation over x in U1 can be calculated for each subframe as

M-l F-1 2F-1

L1=Ll+Ll+
NF-l

Ll
x=(N-l)Fx=O x=O x=F

=0+F+2F+ + (N-l)F

NF

=T(N-l).
",M-1 M

Noticing that L..x=o z = 2"(M-l) and NF= 1U, U1 is

(B.53)

The summation over x III U2 can also be calculated for each subframe.

Noticing that I equals to zero for th subframe from z = 0 to z = F-l, U2 is

2F-1 1 3F-1 2

U2= L LPARjmRj+ L LPARjmRj
x=F j=1 x=2F j=1

NF-1 N-1

+ ... + L L PARjmRl
x=(N-1)F j=1

Considering the symmetricity, i.e. PARj= PAR(N-j) and mRj= mR(N-)' (B.54)

(B.54)

can be developed for either even or odd N as
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Nrv� _

U2=-L- PARmR"2 J J

i=l .

he third term of (B.52), U3, IS obvious. Substituting obtained U1, U2 and

(B.5S)

3 into (B.52) results in

(B.56)

ased on (B.13) and (4.12), E(n2) is easily obtained as

(B.57)

6) For the case of block framing, P(zl/x) is equal to PB(zl/x) which IS

iven in segmentations of z by (5.21), (5.22) and (5.23). The evaluation of

of PB( Z Ii z ) at Z 1
= 1 may be calculated by differentiating

5.21), (5.22) and (5.23) and evaluating the derivatives at zl = 1. The

rocedures of differentiating and evaluating for each range of x are similar to

he case of interleaved framing. The results are

or 0 � x � N-1,

x

G Lz
=L PASjmSj;
j=l

(B.58)

or N �x �M-N,

N-l

G1x = (x - N + l)PADm+ L PASjmSj;
j=l

(B.59)
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or M - N + 1 � z � M-1,

N-I N-l

GIx = 2: PASimSi](x - 2N + l)PADm+ + 2: PAS1fflSi]; (B.60)
i=l i=M-x

Letting x=M-1 In (B.60) yields

N-I

GIM= (M - 2N + l)PADm+ 22: PASlmSi];
i=l

(B.61)

Substituting the calculated G Lz and G 1M in (B.26) and (B.27), the con

ditional expected value E(nl/x) can be developed. Note that E(nl/x) here

is also represented for three ranges of z: Based on (4.11 ) and (4.12), the

expected value E(nl) and E2) are developed from E(nl/x) and E(nl/x) as

follows.

(B.62)

The summation in the first term of EQA.62 can be calculated for each of

three range of z . Over 0 � x � N-I,

N-l N-l z

2: Glx = L 2: PASimSi
x=o x=o i=l

N-l

= L (N-j)PASimSi;
i=l

(B.63)

over N �x �M-N,
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M-N+1 N-1

L Glx=(M-2N+2)[�(M-N+2)PADm+ L PASjmSJj; (B.64)
x=N j=1

over M - N + 1 ::; x ::; M-1,

M-1

L G1x = (N -l)(M - 2N + 1)PADm+
x=M-N

N-1 N-1

(N - 1)L PASJmSj+ L jPASjmSj"
j=1

(B.65)

Summing EQA.63 EQA.64 and EQA.65 yields

M-1 N-1

L G1x=�{M-2N+1)PADm+ML PASJmSj"
x=o �1

(B.66)

The summation in. the second term of EQA.62 is easily obtained as

M-1 N-1

L G1M=M{M-2N+1)PADm+2ML PAS1fflSj (B.67')
x=o j=1

Substituting EQA.66 and EQA.67 into EQA.62 results in

(B.68)

From (B.27) and EQ4.12, n2 is easily obtained as
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(B.69)
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